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FOREWORD
Che research described was carried out during the period
September 1968 to June 1971 in the Department of Metallurgy,
Sheffield Polytechnic, where the author has been a Lecturer in
Physical Metallurgy since September 1 9 6 7 . Fart of the work was
done at B.I.S.R.A. Laboratox’ies.
The author has been working on preferred orientation in
polycrystalline materials since 19&5 ana kas previously been
awarded the degree of M.Sc. for a thesis submitted to the
University of Aston in Birmingham. The present volume is an
extension of previous studies.
During the period of research the following post-graduate
lecture courses were attended
"Che crystallography of martensite transformations" by R.M.Wood.
"Electron metallography and electron diffraction" b5r P.L.James
and A.Wirth.
"Applications of X-ray diffraction" by M.J.Dickson and R.P.Stratton.

The results and theories presented in this
thesis are original, except where due reference is
made to previous work.

H.J.Dickson,
June, 1971.
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SUHHARt.
A critical review has been made of available literature on
the cold rolling and primary recrystallisation textures of f.c.c*
and b.c.e. metalB and alloys, with later reference to recent
work on stainless steels.
Using laboratory and commercial alloys a study has been made
of factors influencing the cold rolling and primary recrystallisation
textures of stainless steels. Preferred orientations have been
assessed by X-ray determination of pole figures. The work is
supplemented by other techniques - quantitative phase analysis
of austenite and martensite, determination of diffraction line
profiles, hardness measurements, optical and electron metallography,
qualitative identification of carbide phases.
The high purity alloys (l8^Cr lOpHi, 18?'Cr 12$Ifi, 18^Cr
18^Cr 12^Hi TfoOo and 18^Cr 25 $Ki) were examined with particular
reference to the role of the martensite transformation in
developing primary recrystallisation textures. The first four
alloys are metestable, the amountof martensite formed after
90 -95 /= cold rolling increasing from ^5^ £or l8$Cr 14/-hi ox

18^0r 12^Hi 7^Co steels to
textures of both

^ 8 6$ for 18^Cr 1C$Hi steel, and

martensite and the remaining austenite are

the same for each steel. Principal components of the martensite
texture are

and {111^ <112^, with a minor component

{001^ < 110>. The austenite exhibits a normal f.c.c. alloy
type texture, {l 10}< 112> + a minor -[110}<001> component.
The 18^Cr
and {6 ,10 ,

steel recrystallises to mainly {230}^ 5,2,14^
551 ^ orientations with considerable spread

remaining in the region of { 6 ,8 ,17 } < 575 ^ (which is close to
^ 225 ^ < 555 ^)« The other steels recrystallise to a •[225}< 553>
texture.
In the metastable alloys, factors influencing development
of the annealing textures are the relative amounts of
and X
/
formed by cold rolling, recovery in both p h a s e s , s h e a r

transformation, variant selectivity during the transformation
and, finally, competitive growth of favourably oriented nuclei.
It is shown that recovery occurs in both phases, its
effect being to sharpen textures about the principal components.
During the

transformation, further texture sharpening can

occur through preferential selection of variants of the KurdoumovSachs orientation relationship. The texture of l8^Cr 10^Ni steel
after annealing for \ hour at 580 C or 600 C conforms to that
predicted by transformation from principal o/roiling texture
components. All groups of orientations originating from {1 12£-<1 10^'
and {l1 l]< 1 1 2 ^/ are present in the transformed texture, but one
group of orientations from {001]^ 110^y is missing. This can
only be accounted for by assuming that the eight variants
comprising this component do not operate.
Subsequent development of the recrystallisation textures
depends largely on the amounts of ^ and y formed during rolling.
This is attributed to differences in density of nuclei formed
within the range of jf cold rolling texture orientations and
within the range of orientations derived from the martensite.
Geometrical relationships between the nuclei and various ranges
of matrix components are compared in terms of d , the angle of
misfit between ^111 > poles of nucleus and matrix, and 0 , the
rotation about this almost common <'111> pole. Although the
observed recrystallisation textures are generally considered
to result from oriented growth, it is also shown that the
transformation can provide suitable nuclei spontaneously, so
that nucleation cannot be considered entirely random.
Unstabilised commercial steels (RF310, FST(L) and FSL(L) )
recrystallise in a similar manner to laboratory alloys of
equivalent netastability. Precipitation of carbides occurs
during annealing but the particles are almost completely
o
re-dissolved at 900 C. Variations in carbide distribution prior
to cold rolling, arising either from different compositions or

from different rates of cooling from the solution treatment
temperature, have no significant effect on subsequent cold rolling
and annealing textures.
In contrast, carbide-stabilised commercial steels (FCB,
and FlaBTi) form their recrystallisation textures
largely by retention of the

cold rolling texture and/or retention

of the y texture immediately after transformation from the
martensite* Much of the precipitation which occurs during
annealing remains until the end of recrystallisation* Retention
of the textures is attributed to restriction of grain boundary
mobility by precipitate particles so that grains with high
angle boundaries do not grow in preference to others, at least
not to the same extent as they would in the absence of such
precipitation.
Initial solution treatment of stabilised steels is important,
as it controls the stability of the matrix prior to cold rolling.
In the metastable range, observed effects of solution treatment
on annealing textures are indirect, being related to the relative
amounts of austenite and martensite after rolling.

PART I
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1 * Introduction.
During plastic deformation of polycrystalline aggregates
individual grains rotate, so that certain crystallographic
directions "become aligned with the principal directions of strain
in the metal. The rotation takes place gradually as deformation
proceeds, and the final orientation is approached when certain
planes and directions become symmetrically aligned with respect
to thedireetion of working. The preferred orientation

or texture

produced depends on
a) variables in the material, such as crystal structure, metal,
solute content, second phases present, initial grain sise and
initial texture.
b) process variables ouch as the stress system, amount of defomation,
temperature of deformation and strain rate.
Preferred orientation may be retained during annealing and the
final texture will be characteristic of the deformation texture,
temperature and time of annealing, rates of heating and cooling,
and annealing atmosphere.
Retention of a texture in polycrystalline aggregates imparts
various degrees of anisotropy to the physical and mechanical
properties. Although this anisotropy is similar to that found in
single crystals, there is no simple correlation with properties
because of the interactions between the grains in polycryetals*
There are two common ways of defining textures in metal
sheets, pole figures or ideal oriontations. A complete description
of a texture is provided by a normal pole figure, in which the
three-dimensional distribution of orientations is represented on
a two-dimensional figure. This figure is similar to a stereographic
projection of a single crystal, but differs in that the specimen
is now a polycrystalline aggregate, so that only one set of
crystallographic planes are projected but from many crystals.
A preferred orientation thus gives rise to regions of high pole
density on the projection with a scatter about these principal

orientations. It is usual in the construction of the pole figures
to use the rolling plane as the basic circle and to plot the
rolling direction at the top and bottom of the figure. An equivalent
description is providedby the use of two inverse pole figures.
Unlike the normal pole figure, these express the distribution
of all crystallographic planes or directions with respect to some
reference plane or direction in the sheet. Two figures are
necessary to define completely the preferred orientation. An
alternative, but less complete, description of a texture is to
specify one or more discrete orientations

^ < uvwy , where the

j^hkl^ pianos are parallel to the rolling plane and the^uvw^ :
directions parallel tp the rolling direction. The two types of
description are related in that a pole figure could theoretically
be described in terms of an infinite number of such ideal
orientations. For quantitative analysis a numerical description
of the texture is often required, and for this a small number of
ideal orientations is usually sufficient, although care must be
taken in the interpretation. Apart from this, single orientations
are moot useful as labels for different types of textures. More
often than not, the two descriptions are used in conjunction with
each other, and pole figures are usually labelled with a number
of ideal Orientations.
A comprehensive review of texture development in metals and
alloys generally was made by Billamore and Roberts (1) in
These authors considered virtually all data available to that date
and gave a critical appraisal of, inter alia, theories of t*xture
formation. However,

since then, further results and ideas have

emerged and some aspects of their review must now be considered
out of date, although the work remains valuable as a standard
reference and summary. Also, at that time, little work had been
done on stainless steels, the subject of this thesis. The present
review is consequently directed towards an up-to-date summary of
texture theories for f.c.c. and b.c.c. materials, and previous
work on stainless steels, being most relevant, is presented as a

seperate section* Textures developed on annealing are considered
only in relation to those formed during primary recrystallisation*
2* F.C.C* Metals and Alloys*
2.1* Rolling Textures*
Room temperature rolling textures observed in f.c.c* metals
and alloys after 9 ^ reductionasre of two general types*

All the

common pure metals, with the exception of silver, exhibit-, a
texture which can be described as .£l5 5 ^<121 >, an orientatian which
represents the central region of a spread between ^ 110 £>< 1 1 2 > and
£12}<1T1> • Silver and f.c*c. alloys containing certain amounts
of solute show a texture described as ^ 110 ^.< 112 > , with a minor
^110^ < 001> component * As the amount of solute is increased the
exture changes gradually to ^110 ^ <1 1 2 > , but the
extent of the transition is dependent on the nature of the solute
present(2-7) *
The texture characteristic of a particular metal or alloy
may also be modified by raising or lowering the temperature of
rolling, for example the 5l1oZ<112 *> texture changes to £l2 5 ^ < 121 *>
( 8 - 12 )
as the rolling temperature is raised'
conversely, rolling
below room temperature favours a transition from ^135 ^ <'1 2 1 > to
•^110 ^ < Ti 2 ^

in either case the temperature range over

which transition occurs is characteristic of the particular metal
or alloy*
The effects of alloying and change in temperature are
qualitatively additive, in that transition to -$110 } < 1 1 2 > by
(4)
alloying may be counteracted by a rise in rolling temperature' •
A fundamental factor governing transition in texture is
the decrease of stacking fault energy associated with alloying*
(15 )
Smallman and Green
studied the relationship in copper-alunimun
and copper-germanium alloys, and Haessner^^ observed a similar
correlation in cobalt-nickel alloys* Smallman and Green

(1 5 )

concluded that the .^1 1 0 ^ < 1 1 2 > texture is characteristic of any
pure metal or alloy having a stacking fault energy of about
—2
35 ergs cia," or less, rolled at a temperature below about 0 *25 ^m
(Tme= absolute melting point). As the atomic misfit and valency

difference between solute and solvent increases the critical
value of stacking fault energy is reached at a progr4 ssively
smaller addition of solute. These authors further established
that the 5l10~^ <112 > texture can be characteristic of a metal of
stacking fault energy higher than 35 ergs cm.

-2

provided that it

is rolled at a temperature below about 0«2Tm. In materials of very
low stacking fault energy the texture tends to be stable at «
temperatures up to 0«5Tm.
2.2 Theories of Rolling Textures.
Most of the theories have adopted a single crystal approach
to explain development of polycrystalline rolling textures. These
assume that each individual grain in the polycrystal deforms as
if it were an unconstrained single crystal, and the sequence of
rotations of a few chosen orientations is assumed to represent
the material as a whole. Slip, for instance, is envisaged to
take place on one or two systems only. This oversimplified picture
is far from reality, since a fundamental feature of polycrystalline
deformation is that, in order to maintain grain boundary continuity,
each grain is deformed into a shape that is dictated by the
deformation of its neighbours. To achieve this unrestricted change
of shape of a grain requires slip to take place on at least five
slip systems. Theories which adopt the latter approach generally
assume that the strain is homogeneously distributed so that the
strain undergone by one individual grain is the same as that
experienced by the material as a whole. A difficulty arises in
this approach, however, because the magnitude and sense of crystal
rotation is dependent on the choice of slip systems and such
theories are not generally capable of making firm, unambiguous
predictions about development of textures. Later theories adopting
the single crystal model have overcome the problem by

postulating

that multiple slip is confined either to specific grains or to
specific regions of grains i.e. the grain boundaries. An obvious
advantage of these theories is that definite predictions can be
made about the textures.

Calnan and Clews

had criticised earlier theories on

the grounds that they did not explain the way in which the most
favourable slip system or systems withstood resolved shear stresses
which were greater then the critical resolved shear stress* until
those on less favourable systems reached the critical value and
multiple slip occured. Their approach was therefore based on the
absence of cracks at grain boundaries which, in general, requires
operation of at least five slip systems, and to account for this
they introduced the concept of an effective stress* As the applied
stress rises until it reaches the value at which slip would occurs
in a single crystal, the direction of effective tensile/compressive
stress is envisaged to more in a direction so that when resolved
on the most favourable system it is always below the critical
value* This movement thus takes the effective stress axis to
one of three positions, < 1 1 0 ^ ^ 1 1 1 ^ or<100 ^ , where there are,
respectively, four, six, or eight systems available for multiple
slip. However, for these orientations, symmetry of slip systems
would not allow rotation of the grain relative to the applied
stress axis* They then assumed that development of preferred
orientation might be confined to surface grains, which are relatively
unconstrained, and other grains for which large constraints would
be necessary to prevent single or duplex slip. Thus the development
of texture was accounted for by applying a single crystal treatment,
and for rolling textures they assumed the end orientations to
be those which mutually satisfy the simultaneous requirements
of tension and compression axes. For f.c.c. crystals, Calnan
and Clews predicted a spread from
together with the orientations

10^ < 112> to .£3 1 < 1$2 >
1 0 ^ < 1 1 1 "? and

^ 110 ^ < 0 0 1 > •

Since their analysis was based solely on primary and conjugate
slip rotations, it could not account for differences within the
range of f.c.c. rolling textures. However, the concept which
they introduced and their method of accounting for multiple slip
-tfcx'tuce
represent an important contribution in the history of^theories.
Current theories regarding the development of alloy and

pure metal textures are due mainly to TJassermann^8\

Haeosner^*^,

Smallmen and G r e e n ^ ^ , and Dillamore and Roberts^2^ .
(18)
W&ssermann
assumed that all metals tend first to form
the pure metal texture, which he described as tv;o limited fibre
textures centred on the orientations

^110 1 ^ 1 1 2 ^

and

{112 ]< T?1 * .

He'showed that mechanical twinning would transform material in
the

orientation to

rotated, by slip processes, to

-{255 £ * 5 1 1 > » which subsequently

^110|*^001> • It was argued that

the strain accompanying twinning of the

112>

component

is less compatible with the overall required strain than that
associated with twinning of the .^112^*111 >

component* Twinning

merely limits the spread about the ijl10|<112'> orientation. This
theory is in agreement with the observation that metals of low
stacking fault energy may deform by mechanical twinning

(2 1 )•

A deficit is its failure to account satisfactorily for the mode.
of formation of the pure metal texture.
Haessncr (19) also considered that mechanical twinning would
aid formation of the

{1 1 0 } ^ 1 1 2 V texture and would cause formation

of a £l10"!<001^> component. His theory assumes that the .{110}^112>
texture is the end point of ,fnormal** slip rotations (i.e. primary
and duplex slip). He attributed the pure metal texture to the
onset of non-octahedral slip, and for the case of mixed proportions
of cubic slip and octahedral slip he suggested the range of
orientations £l10 | * 1 1 2 > — £1 3 5 1 ** 211 > - -fl1 2 '5 < 111 > to 'explain
/gg 2 3 )
the texture. Other workers
* 'have also proposed cubic slip
to account for development of the pure metal texture. Haessner (19)
explained the dependence of cubic slip on stacking fault energy
by pointing out that the wider the separation of the partial
dislocations, the less likely will it be possible for dislocations
dissociated in a £111 } plane to lie on a £l0 0 } plane.
The theories described so far have all assumed that the

final texture in rolling will be a combination of the end
orientations for simple tension and compression. A better

approx

imation to the stress system during rolling was that adopted
by Dillamore and Roberts^*^. Using a biaxial stress analysis,
they determined the slip systems that would operate under combined
stresses. A further refinement in their theory was to assume
that the textures are developed as a consequence of deformation
on two main systems, with multiple slip maintaining grain boundary
continuity but not contributing significantly to texture develop
ment. The basis for this was experimental evidence which shows
that multiple slip starts at grain boundaries and then spreads
into the body of the grains^24^, Dillanore and Roberts^^determined
the end point of rotations for all possible initial grain
orientations and found that most orientations rotate to {1 1 0 }
<112> , although some move initially towards J^110^<001> • They
pointed out that the alloy texture could therefore be completely
explained solely on the basis of primary and duplex slip, without
invoking twinning, as suggested by Haessner^^and W a s s e r m a n n ^ ^ •
Smallman and G r e e n ^ ^ a n d Billamore and Roberts^^attributed
formation of the alloy texture to primary and conjugate slip
processes, and considered the subsequent rotation to the pure
metal texture to be caused by the onset of cross-slip. A reason
able amount of cross-slip was said to produce a final textual
of the form

211 > or ^ 146 ^< 211 > , and a very large amount

of cross-slip, such as that found in aluminium, was said to cause
rotation to the texture

2^<111>. Dependence of cross-slip on

stacking fault energy clearly indicates correlation of texture
and stacking fault energy. The temperature dependence of the
texture was explained on the basis of thermal activation of
cross-slip.
Haessner^^had previously dismissed the possibility of
cross-slip as a factor contibutory to texture development, on
the grounds that the internal stresses present during roiling
are generally greater than

jjj

* tk© stress associated with

stage III work hardening in single crystals, so that cross-slip
should always "be possible during rolling of polycrystalline metal
Dillamore and Roberts^^disagreecJ with this hypothesis, on the
grounds that the amount of cross-slip required to contribute
significantly to texture development would be relatively large
and would therefore correspond to higher stresses than those
required to initiate cross-slip. However, since cubic slip is
geometrically equivalent to equal proportions of primary and
cross-slip, it appeared at this stage that the textures observed
could equally well be explained by the theory of Haessner or
that of Mllamore and Roberts* The latter presented experimental
evidence in the form of

11 ^ pole figures of super-purity

aluminium and silver* These, they claimed, showed that whereas
in silver texture development was solely towards ^110^ <112>,
in aluminium development was initially towards

1 1 2> but

later towards ^112^<111>* However, the evidence in the pole
figures was questionable and their deductions were not entirely
satisfactory.
The situation has been remedied by
results froia
/pc\
/pg\
Hu et al»
and Butler and Green' . For a series of copper(26)showed,
aluminium alloys the pole figures of Butler and Green
quite'convincingly, that both metals and alloys tend first toward
the pure metal texture, but.with increasing reduction the alloys
deviate towards £l 10^ <112>. The lower the stacking fault energy,
the lower was the fo reduction at which this change occurred, a
finding which is consistent with the dependence of twinning on
stacking fault energy* They concluded that both metals and alloys
irrespective of stacking fault energy, first undergo primary
and duplex slip, followed by cross-slip, to develop a pure metal
texture, but that at higher reductions the alloy texture is
formed due to twinning.
A basic difficulty in accounting for multiple slip in
theories of texture formation has been the inability, in general,
to define precisely the systems which are required to operate.

A crystal of arbitrary orientation may achieve any imposed, shape
(27)
change by shear on five independent slip systems
,. but,, as
shown by Bishop H i l l ^ ^ y for cubic crystals the five systems
are to be chosen from sets of either six or eight, and the
magnitude and sense of crystal rotation is dependent on the choice
of systems* If all six or eight systems operate there is no
rotation of the crystal* Further consideration of the uroblem
(29)
by Dillamore, Butler and Green - has shown that for crystals
having < 110 ^ or

transverse directions only four systems

are necessary to produce the shape change imposed by rolling*
Obviously, under such conditions there is no ambiguity in the
choice of systems or in the relative activity on these systems*
They plotted &9/dE as the instantaneous rate of rotation in
radians per unit natural longitudinal strain (Figures 1 and 2)*
In figure 1 d9/dE is plotted for orientations having a [110]
transverse direction* A positive value of d&/dE indicates that
the rotation is such as to increase 0, while negative G$/dE
decreases 5* A stable orientation is shown by sero d 6/&E and a
negative slope of the curve of dO/dB vs* 9 , while a metastable
orientation has sero dfr/dE and a positive slope* Thus, for f*c,c.
crystals having

Oho]

transverse direction the stable orientations

are (11 'O)jjDOl} and 8 /i^from (1 1 2 )[l llj or ^ ( 4 *4 »11 ) £l 1 ,1 1 ,8^ •
Figure 2 shows that for f.c.c. crystals having a[l1l] transverse
direction the stable orientations are both of the type {l 1 0 ^ 1 1 2 >
Rotations predicted from these graphs were in good agreement
with experimental results of Hu and C l i n e ^ ^ . The analysis of
(29)
(18)
Dillamore, Butler and Green\
, like that of TTaosermann'
,
predicts that the initial stages of texture development should
always be towards a pure metal texture, since orientations having
<1i0> and <111^ transverse directions rotate equally rapidly
towards the stable positions*
A reasonable explanation now seems to be available for
experimentally observed differences in texture intensities, i*e*
a significantly greater vol\xme of material is associated with

the main components of the pure metal texture, where extensive
cross-slip is available, than in the alloy texture. Also, alumin
ium, which can cross-slip more easily than say copper, exhibits
an even more well developed texture. Although cross-slip does
not affect the rotation of orientations having a < 1 1 0 > . o r 111 >
transverse direction,(for arbitrary orientations it can be important
(31)

Groves and Kelly'

'indicated that when cross-slip occurs freely

the von Mises condition requiring five independent slip systems
is modified so that an arbitrary strain can be imposed if the
crystal has three non-coplanar, non-perpendicular slip directions,
(32)
Under these conditions, Chin and Hammel' 'have shown that there
is no ambiguity in choice of shears thus giving a unique sense
(29)
of rotation# Dillamore,Butler and Green'
have then assumed
that the net rate of rotation will be more rapid for a unique
sense-cf-rotation,andexplain the observed differences in intensity
on this basis.
An important feature of the f#c.e, alloy texture, not
previously mentioned, and which most theories have tended to
disregard, is the spread of minor orientations which includes a
measurable density of J?11 ij planes parallel to the rolling plane,
(1)
(25)
Both Dillamore and Bobertsv 7 and Hu et al,
have suggested
stacking-fault formation as the cause of this. Extensive faulting
parallel to ^111 ^ planes would cause deformation to be confined to
the ^11l| planes which are fault planes. In any grainsthe stress
system initially favours faulting on one plane only, giving one
slip plane with three independent slip systems per grain, A {111}
texture will result from deformation in ouch a manner. Although
formation of stacking-faults is a prerequisite of any mechanistic
(29)
model of twin nucleation, Dillamore, Butler and Green
suggested
that it cannot in itself lead to the drastic reorientation required
to produce a ^111^ component. Also, as indicated by figure 1,
normal slip rotations cause rapid depletion of components of
•»«.
(2
the type 5111 ^
and this is confirmed by experimental results
x

*

(33)

However, Heye and T7assermann'

have shown that in silver single

crystals a complex sequence of twinning, together with reversed
shear, carries orientations having a *^110> transverse direction
to a variety of orientations including

11J ■<112*# This seems

the most likely explanation of the origin of this component#
The evidence to date now gives a fairly conclusive picture
of the origin of f.c.c# rolling textures, i.e. the obvious features
of texture transition are the result of mechanical twinning,
while other differences within the range of textures are attributable
to differences in ease of cross-slip. The analysis of rotations
under cross-slip yet needs to be refined in order to explain
why the end orientation should be ^£4*4*11^

?11*8^ rather

than *£l12^<111>#
2.3 Primary Recr.vstal iisation Textures
Deformation textures are a major factor in determining
the nature of primary recrystallisation textures, but since different
textures may be formed during various stages of annealing, relevant
experimental observations are fewer than those relating to rolling
textures. However, an attempt will be made to discuss results
in general terms.
A rolling texture of the type J^135^ < 121 > usually recrystallises to the cube texture «£l00^<001> . This effect has been
(34-36)
(37 38)
(39)
reported in copper
, aluminium
*
, nickel
'and nickeliron a l l o y s ^ ^ * • The abundance of the cube texture depends
on the annealing conditions and production variables, but to
obtain it a pronounced rolling texture is generally required*
In copper, after prior deformations of up to 50/^> the recrystallis
ation texture is almost random; after 90 /^ deformation the annealing
texture resembles the deformation texture, and greater degrees
of deformation produce a texture consisting of the cube orientation
(34-36)
end its twins
* Fine grain in the starting materiel and
a high annealing temperature tend to give a more perfect cube
texture and to lower the density of twinning. For aluminium of
9 9 .99 ^ purity the recrystallisation textures are essentially

the same as those of copper, but in aluminium it is more difficult

(37 3S )
to produce entirely cube texture
•
of cdloipfKj
The effect^is related to its effect on the deformation
texture, but the amount of solute necessary completely to suppress
cube texture is considerably less than that needed to cause
C2 3 )
(3 8 )
transition to the alloy rolling texture^ ’
_In 70/30 brass
'
and in silver^*^ rolled to 96$ reduction at room temperature,
the annealing texture is adaauately described by the indices
-^225^ ^ 734^ or near |l13^<211>. In copper-sinc alloys^^the
{ 2 2 5 ^ 754 > component originates as ^214 } < 523 >

a 3$ sine

alloy and with increasing ainc content it increases in intensity!
at 6$ sine it rotates to

^ 42 p> and at 10$ sine to *^ 438 ^

< <>34^^ •(Other minor components accompany this transition).
Similar annealing texture transitions occur in alloys of copper
Trith aluminium^*^, tin and germanium^ ^ , and in nickel alloys
containing molybdenum or cobalt (39) • The annealing textures of
alloys of copper with phosphorus, arsenic and antimony (elements
which are particularly effective in suppressing cube texture)
are completely different: the major orientations are $=2 7 ! < 774 >
s( 2,3)
and components related to ^ 110 v < 1 1 2 > by a rotation about < 110 ^
There are various results from single crystal studxes

(1)

which indicate that, in the absence of second phase effects,
the geometrical relationship between the deformed and recrystal
lised grains is a rotation of-v +30-40* about common <111> poles.
However, such rotations usually occur preferentially about certain
<111^ directions rather that the full set of <111 > axes.
2*4 Theories of Primary Recrystallisation Textures.
Theoretical interpretations of recrystallisation textures
in metals and alloys are not so widely applicable as those
regarding deformation textures. In the pact there have been two
main, opposing theories of the mechanisms involved, namely,
oriented nucleation and oriented growth.
Burgers and Louwerse (44) suggested that the new graxns grow
from small regions of certain orientations which are already
present in the deformed matrix. The orientation of the recrystaliised

grains is therefore determined by that of the original nuclei.
However, in order to explain why recrystallisation textures are
usually different from the rolling textures assumptions are
necessarysa) that the oriented nuclei are too small to be detected when
the rolling texture is determined,
b) that these nuclei are oriented more favourably for recrystallisation than those in the greater part of the matrix,
c) that after polygonisation has taken place within these nuclei,
the polygonised nuclei are capable of growth.
Although this approach is capable of explaining certain observations,
such as retention of the rolling texture in aluminium, it is not
widely accepted. Moreover, in copper having a normal pure raetal
texture, electron microscope examination has ohowTn that the individ
ual crystal orientations describe1 completely the texture of the
bulk material, but no evidence was found of cube-oriented grains;(45)
Kucleation
theories can account only for annealing textures of
which the component orientations are represented in the deformation
texture or are related to deformation components by comparatively
slight rotations.
Barreti^^and Beck^^suggested that recrystallisation
textures are determined by the preferential growth of nuclei
having certain orientations. It is supposed that initially nuclei
of varying orientations are formed but, since the rate of growth
of a given nucleus depends on the difference of orientation between
the matrix and the growing crystal, the nuclei having the, fastest
rates of growth will be those which are bounded by high angle
boundaries. These nuclei, which give rise to the recrystallisation
texture, will have orientations differing from the original by
a rotation of approximately 45t>ahout a <111> axis. This theory
is well supported by the fact that recrystallisation textures
of many metals and alloys are related to the deformation textures
by simple rotational relationships. Also, Lucke^ ^has shown
the orientation relationship for maximum growth rate to be 40 °

< 1 1 1> rotations for the case of aluminium.
A general criticism of the oriented growth theory has been
that the growth relationship is not sufficiently precise to account
for the well defined recrystallisation textures which are obtained.
(43 )has shown that in view of the restrictions
However, Dillamore
on the growth of a nucleus to form part of the recrystallisation
texture, the site at which nucleation occurs, and the range of
orientations through which the nucleus must grow, the sharpness
of the recrystallisation texture may be due to the conflicting
conditions of growth into a multicomponent matrix. In his analysis
of the relationship between deformation textures and annealing
textures in f.c.c. metals it was suggested that the most probable
sites for nucleation were grain boundaries and deformation band
boundaries, and it was considered that the major components of
the annealing texture arise from nuclei which are capable of
growth,(a)into the orientations on either side of the boundary,
(b)through the spread of these orientations, and (c)into the
remaining two of the four symmetrical components of the deformation
texture* He described the deformation texture using a number
of ideal orientations between the limits

10 ^ < 112 ">and .{l12 ^ <111 >

and assumed that a nucleus would be favoured for growth if it
has a < 11 1 > pole within 10°of a *<111 *> pole of the matrix and
if the rotation about this pole is between 20°and 50°• For a
deformatiop texture close to £l 10 ^ < 1 1 2 > favourable nuclei are
$4,9,17\*385>,{490l*001> and ^112^<110>. However, the existence
of a minor ^110 ^<*0 0 1 > component in the deformation texture acts
to inhibit growth of ^490 ^ <r0 0 1 > and .^112 ^< 1 1 0 > nuclei, with
the result that a spread around ^4 »9 *1 7 ^ < 3 ^ 5 > emerges as the
texture. This orientation is close to -£l13^ < 211>. Deformation
textures between ^ 1 0 ^ < 112 ^ <4*5

*^3 5 ^ <211 > yield no nucleus

orientations suitable for growth into all four components of
the deformation texture. There are a limitfed range of nuclei
which can grow into only three components, and these are expected
to compete with nuclei which can grow into only two components

"but also into a wide spread about these components. A rather
less well defined, diffuse annealing texture is expected. For
deformation textures in the spread between ,£l3 5 ^ < 211 '> and ^ 2 3 6 ^
<754v» three favourable nuclei are considered. Of these ^358^
< 8 3 5 ^“ie capable of growth only into three components of the
matrix. The other nuclei, <^11o£ < 001 > and £l00| < 001>, are equally
capable of growth into all four components of the deformation
texture, but the misfit of -^1 1 0 ^ 0 0 1 > is considerably greater
than that of ^lOQ^^OOl*, so that the latter is expected to
dominate the annealing texture. A material which undergoes a
very large amount of cross-slip during rolling was expected to
give a texture whose centre of spread lies between ^ 23C \ < 75 4 ^
and -£l12^<111>. In this range there are no nuclei favoured for
growth into three or four components, and orientations havingextensive permitted growth ranges are expected to form the major
annealing components. These are typified by ^4 ,5 ,10,^ < 15t
and ^ 4 ,4 ,11 ^ < 775>« The predictions were in good
agreement with results obtained for aluminium, copper and some
copper-aluminium alloys, but it must be stressed that the aluminium
was of commercial quality.
Another criticism of the oriented growth theory has been
the absence of some variants of the growth relationship. This
argument cannot be applied to polycrystalline textures, and
preferential selection of variants in single crystals is clearly
(49-51)
possible from the work of Beck et al.
, who showed that
grain boundaries inedge orientation have higher mobility than
those in screw orientation.
Although the oriented growth theory is more widely applicable
in accounting for the textures observed, oriented nucleation
is still a possible mechanism of formation of annealing textures.
More generally, whon oriented nucleation does occur, there will
(52-54
be further selection from the nuclei during competitive growth ,

2*5 Effect of Second Phases on Recrystallisation gestures*
Recrystallisation textures, being dependent on nucleation
and grain growth, may in some cases be controlled by the presence
of second phase particles#
In aluminium the relative proportions of cube texture and
retained rolling texture are markedly dependent on processing
variables and also on the purity of the metal# It is generally
agreed that iron is the impurity element v^hich has greatest effect
on annealing textures, but opinions differ as to the mechanism
(55)
by which it acts. Bunk and Esslinger
'suggested that iron
restricts recrystallisation to a cube texture by its effect on
the rolling texture, but observations by B l a a e ^ i n d i c a t e that
small amounts of iron do not affect the rolling texture# A more
likely explanation is tha
that growth of the cube texture is restricted
(56-58)
by precipitated particles

(5 9 )

Gokyu, Abe and Veye.ua'

observed that recrystallisation

textures in aluminium-copper alloys were dependent on the solution
treatment prior to cold rolling, but that the rolling textures
remained unaffected. Specimens which had not been solution treated
recrystallised to ■•flOO

001^ and ^113? <332>, whereas solution
< cr-r?|>

c io ici

.

,

^

treated specimens recrystallised to£Sl10 | < 110 ^. 3)hese differences
were attributed to the distribution of the precipitate during
primary recrystallisation and the supx>ression of random nucleation
around precipitated particles.
I5ee and Sinclair^^found that during the cold rolling
of nickel-2^- vol.$ thoria orientations of the type ^ h k l ^ O O ^ ,
and in particular ^ilO^^OO^, originating from the starting
texture, were metastable, and that the degree of cold work required
for their degeneration was a function of the initial

milling

and fabrication conditions. Heavy cold rolling produced a f.c.c.
pure metal type of texture. In the recrystallisation texture a
range of components was observed, including ^100 ^ < 0 0 1 > and its
twin orientation ^1 22 ^ < 212>,^210^ < 121^,^359 ^

30^ >

-^445 £

-<1 2 ,7 ,4 ,^ : the exact nature of the texture was dependent on the

particular alloy and on the degree of deformation. In an alloy
in which the rolling texture after 91$ reduction was mainly
^110 ^ ^ 001 ^ +

^100 | <001 %

annealing for 1 hour at 10 00 c produced

a weak cube component and major orientations near *{359 ^ < 30 1 >
and ^445 1 < ‘
l2,4? 7^* Annealing at 1400C caused a decrease in the
production of cuke component, accompanied by strengthening of
other components# This alloy possessed a banded structure of
thoria particles# In other alloys, in which there was no banding,
the rolling texture at 93$ reduction was described in terms of
components near ^4 3 0 ^

3 t4 *1 0 * anCi^p2Q } < 001

the former a normal

f.c.c# rolling texture# After annealing at 1000 °C the textures
contained varying proportions of -(l00 | ^ 00 1 ^

*{122 ^ < 2 1 2 > and

^210] < 121> components# It was suggested that the *(210^ <121^
component could be the result of second-order twinning, or,
alternatively, that the particular size spectrum and dispersion
of thoria particles obtained in these alloys had impeded the
nucleation and growth of cube-oriented grains#
3 I3.C.C# Metals and Alloys#
3.1 Rolling Textures.
Taking a comprehensive view of the range of b#c.c# metals
and alloys for which data is available, the rolling textures of
polycrystals have frequently been described as the orientation
£ 0 0 1 ^ < 1 1 0 > lying at the centre of the textural spread, with the
remainder of the texture allotted to spread around •{l1 2 ^ < 1 1 0 >,
$111 2 < ?io *>and -fi11 ? <'1 1 2 >* However? ^ke basis for this description

(61)
has been the results of, inter/1 alia, Barrett and Levenson'
who found that single crystals of iron which developed these
orientations seemed to be stable after heavy deformations# However,
the ^112^ < ?10> component is always present in the texture but
the ^111 £ < 112>and •£}117 < 110^* components have been reported
only in certain ceses^ . The tendency of some workers to use
^111\ < 110^ in describing part of the texture is not completely
justified, since the largest angle used to describe the spread
about £0011 < 110

only just includes ^11l]<110£

A preferred

description of the texture is in terns of the three major
components, ^112 ^II O ^ , -(001 £ < 110 > and -{l1 1 1 < 112 ^, with spread
towards a minor -£l1 l£< 11 0 ^ component*
V

Further results obtained using single crystals have emphas

ised the importance of amount of deformation in distinguishing
between stable and metastable orientations, and in relation to
polyerysialline textures developed using >80^ reduction the *{1 1 1 £
< 1 1 2 * orientation can no longer be considered truly stable since
at higher reductions the texture may deviate from this orientation*
This is well illustrated by the results of Hu and C l i n e ^ ^ f o r
an iron-2^aluminium single crystal of initial ori4 ntation
< 1 1 2 >, which rotated towards'v£322^ < 1?3 ^ during a 70 /* reduction*
'This is equivalent to taking a crystal of different orientation
and deforming it to (say) 90 /^ reduction to form the ^ 111 ^ < 1 1 2 ^
orientation, and then superimposing an additional 7/$ reduction
to give an overall reduction of 97 /^ An important implication
here is that during the cold-rolling of polycrystals, experimental
conditions might preclude such high reductions being obtained,
and that consequently -£l11 ^ < 1 1 2 ^ ^ 1 1 1 remain as an important
component of the texture.
Heveiopment of the polycrystalline texture is largely by
development and subsequent breaking up of the ^112 ^ < 1 1 0 > component
3*2 Theories of Rolling Textures.
The situation with regard to theoretical interpretation
of b.c.c. rolling textures still leaves some doubt as to a
complete explanation of their development.
(17)
For b.c.c. metals, Calnan and Glews
'found that the end
orientations were little effected by the choice of type of slip
system i.e. whether

{l12}<77l> or {l23 £ ^77l>.

Eejor components of the texture were predicted as -{l11 £ <710 ^
and ^001 J< 110 >, but these orientations alone are not in accord
with observed textures.
Dillanore and Roberts^2^assumed the operative slip systems
to be jfl10 £ < 111 ^ on the basis that the other two types of slip

are geometrically equivalent to different proportions of primary
and cross-slip on^10| < 1 1 1 > systems* They concluded that under
the influence of primary and conjugate slip most of the material
will rotate to orientations of the type { 1 1 2 ^ < 110 >, and that
cross-slip would start after this orientation had been reached,
and would cause rotation of { 001 ^ towards the rolling plane.
Equal amounts of primary and cross-slip wouldtiproduce an fo.oij
.<110^ end orientation. The predicted texture was thus
+ <^0011

110 ^ as major components, with a spread between them.

To back up their theory Dillaiaore and Roberts showed pole figures
of 95 ^ cold-rolled vanadium, which were described by their jxredictioivs.
The ,{1 1 1 } < 110 *“ orientation corresponded-to regions of low intensity,
(63)
a common observation for b.c.c. metals'
•
It appears that

the {l1 l f < 11 0 > component used by some

workers to describe part of the texture has no great significance.
The intensity of

<112*, on.the other hand, is strong when

it occurs, leaving no doubt as to its importance in describing
particular textures* However, neither of the above theories can
account for its presence. In a later paper, Dillamore

^suggested

that it occured as a result of initial texture, and he proposed
the following*
a) from a random orientation, a texture initially comprising
mainly { 1 1 2 | <'1 1 0 > with a minor { 0 0 1 1 ^ 1 1 0 * component would form,
With increasing deformation the intensity of {00l} <110* would
increase at the expense of that of {1 12

110 **.

b) from an initial ^1 1 0 ^ < 001 ‘> or {l11 ^ < 1 1 2 ^ texture, the final
texture would contain also { 1 1 1 1 < 110 * and {l 11 ^ < 112 '>.
(65)
However, Hancock and Roberts^
, using inverse pole figures,
reported an important {l1 l£ component from material initially
having an almost random orientation. This throws considerable
doubt on Dillamores hypothesis, as does the total strain analysis
(29)
of Dillamore, Butler and Green'
, which was also applied to
b.c.c. crystals. (Figures 1 and 2) Thus, Figure 1 predicts stable
orientations corresponding to (00l) QuoJ and 8 14 from fill) 0 1 2Q

or/v(11,11,8) [4 ,4 ,1 0 . while Figure 2 predicts orientations
both of the type {112^<110'>. A theory is yet required which
can account for this orientation near {1 1 1 1 < 112 ^*.
Finally, from the previous discussion on theories of f.c.c.
rolling textures, twinning might be expected to play some role
in defining the final b.c.c, texture. Ho theory to date has
attempted to account for this.
3*3 Primary Recrystallisation Textures
Because there are no major differences between the rolling
textures of b.c.c* metals and alloys, it is to be expected that
their recrystallisation textures should follow a similar trend.
This, in fact, occurs although the number and relative amounts
of the textural components depend to a large extent on temperature.
Also, impurities can exert a significant effect on annealing
textures. Indeed, conflicting results may well arise from this
important but often overlooked.variable, and in view of this
only a selection of results will be referred to in this section.
Using 2*65/* silicon-iron, Stablein and Idoller^^ohserved
that for rolling reductions up to 73$ & high carbon (0 *052 $)
variety of the material gave a texture similar to the rolling
texture for all annealing temperatures *<1100 tj. For a lower carbon
(0*011$)variety, the texture began to change above 800 C to ^110^
< 0 0 1 For 92$ rolling reduction there was negligible difference
between the two grades. At 500 C the texture showed a {l11 £<1-12 ^
component which was said not to be present in the rolling texture,
C

and at higher temperatures, up to 1000 C, this component became
(67)
stronger. Similar effects have been noted by Koh and Dunn
and by Haessner and W e i k ^ ^ .
In tantalum, with a deformation texture consisting mainly

e

of the {O0lf <110>, {112 | <110> and {111 1 <11 2^* orientations,
both iiuller^^and Pugh end Eibbard^^report that recrystallisation
was .to a texture similar to the rolling texture but without the
(71)
{111~£ <112> component. With tungsten, Pugh' 'found a slight
sharpening of the rolling texture but no change of orientations

for temperatures up to 1800 C, which corresponded to complete
softening.
Since the polycrystalline textures invariably contain three
main components, it is difficult to deduce rotational relationships
between the deformed and recrystallised grains. Results of single
crystal studies are particularly relevant here, more so "because
it is possible to discuss the results in general terms. For
instance, the usual observation is that the recrystallisation
textures in b.c.c. single crystals contain components derived
from the deformed crystal by rotations of between 2 5 °and 5 0 °
( 72 - 7 8 \

around common ^ilO'5* polesv

. hot all the variants of this

relationship are found, however, and in particular, a single
crystal having a (111) C T T d e f o r m a t i o n texture recrystallises
to (110) [oo{J^72j74*7^ .
There are some recrystallised orientations which are related
to the deformed matrix by rotations about ^IQO^ poles. These
rotations wsre observed for crystals having a (1 0 0 ) ^01 ij deformation
texture, which gave rise, on annealing, to components with •(100>
parallel to the rolling pla n e ^ ^ ’

'Abe et a l . ^

have

suggested that this texture may really be a result of secondary
recrystallisation since in all cases the annealing v/as carried
out at relatively high temperatures, while lower temperatures
gave the <110^ rotational relationships*
(82)
Evans, Bitcon and Hughes
considered the effect of some
binary alloy additions on the annealing textures of high purity
iron. Rolling textures remained unaffected and v;ere of the type
^1 1 2 ^ < 11 0 > + -£()0 l| < 11 0 > + *{l11 ^*^112 ^“, but the subsequent
recrystallisation textures after 5 hrs at JOO^O enabled the alloys
to be divided into two groups. After fOc
p reduction the pure iron
recrystallised to strong components near £l11^ <'112 ^ and

11 £"^11

together with a ^100 ^<001 > component of lower intensity. After
$0fo reduction the

■<? 1 2 *> component was considerably stronger.

The spread towards ^111^ •<110> remained, but a -^100^ -<012>component
was now present. Iron-5/^ titanium showed similar textures but

after JOfi reduction the £l1 1 ^ < 1 1 2 * component clearly dominated
the texture, with «^111 ^< 110 > and -£l0 0 001 ^ as minor components.
After $0$ reduction also, the j£l11^<112> component was of higher
intensity, with ^1 1 1 ^'< 1 1 0 > and £l00 ^< 0 1 2 V as minor components.
Other alloys, which were assumed on the basis of plastic anisotropy
measurements to exhibit similar behaviour, were those containing
0*02$ carbon, 0*1$ carbon and 0*05$ phosphorus. By contrast the
pole figures of iron- 0 *6% aluminium and iron- 0 •*5$ manganese were
said to be typical of a group which included alloys containing
1 *0^ manganese, 1 *0$ nickel, 1 *0 ^ chromium, 0 *25 /* copper aznd 1 *0 $

copper. A rimming steel and mild steel were also included in
this group. The recrystallisation texturo of iron-0'6^ aluminium
after 59^ reduction consisted of ^ I I O ^ O O I ^ and j£l0 0 ^ < 0 0 1 >
components of equal intensity, with a very weak ^ 111 ^ < 1 1 2 >
component. After 79?^ reduction, the <001

fibre texture was more

complete, with ^110 ^ < 001 ^ near the centre of the spread, and
tha ^111^<112^ component was now much stronger. For 90/* reduction
the texture was quite diffuse by comparison with the previous
alloys. The main components were -£l11^< 112> and ^100^< 001^
part of which was rotated around the sheet normal and tilted
out of the plane of the sheet towards

15"|^ 110^. Iron-0*5$

manganese behaved slightly differently. After $0$ reduction,
•^1101 < 001^ and *£l00^ < 001^ were present together with ^HI^IIO"*
and £l11 }•< IIS's*. Summarising this work, the differences were
largely in the much higher intensities of ^11l"} components for
the first group of alloys. The authors noted that these alloys
would have a strong tendency for segregation either of interstitial
elements or phosphorus to dislocations or for substitutional
elements to form very fine carbonitride particles, whereas the
second group of alloys were either simple substitutional additions
or ones that interact less strongly with interstitial impurities
and thus tend to stay in solution.

3*4 Theories of Primary Recrystallisation JPextures.
theories of recrystallisation textures of f*c.c* materials
have similarly been applied to b.c*c* materials* In recent years
the respective roles of oriented nucleation and oriented growth
have been recognised as complementary rather than opposing*
The observed rotational relationships between defprmed end
recrystallised grains are well supported by the results of Lueke^*^
who showed that for iron-3^ silicon the orientation relationship
for laaxinum growth rate is a 27 e>*<110 > rotation.
(64 5
Hillamore',
has put forward a purely geometrical analysis
based on oriented growth relationships to derive annealing tecture
orientations in b«e.c. metals from their deformation textures*
(43)

This analysis is similar to that carried out for f.c.c* metals'

and likewise considers probable nucleation sites for recrystallis
ation and the textural limitations on grains growing into a deformed
matrix* It was assumed that two different deformation textures
could be obtained according to the condition of the starting
material, although this hypothesis not? seems doubtful* (Section 3*2)
However, this does not invalidate the recrystallisation theory
as such, but the results implied by the analysis will obviously
relate to the choice of orientations defining the deformation
texture# Mllamores analysis was based on

rotations which

simultaneously satisfy the growth relationship between growing
grain and two components of the deformed matrix, and a range of
20° to 60°was permitted* For material initially having the .£{12^
< 110 > -£0 0 1 ^ < ? 1 0 > texture spread, recrystallisation is envisaged
to commence as competition between the orientations
and -{554^ < 225 > (which is close to *^11•< 112>) • Initially
< 1 1 0 > is said to have an advantage because of its greater probab
ility of nucleation and its capacity for growth through the
immediate orientation spread about its parent orientations,
whereas ^ 554 ^ < 2 2 5 ^ is able to grow into a greater part of the
deformation texture i*e, it is favourably oriented for growth into
both of the £l1 2 ^ < 110 ^ deformation texture components and the

^OOI^^IIO'5* component# For a deformation texture consisting of
the orientations -£l12^<110>, ^001 \■< IIO^, -^111} < 110* and ^111}
< 11 2 *, the ^111 ^ < 1 1 0 * and -^5 5 4 ^ < 2 2 5 ^ nuclei are inhibited by
-£l1 1 \ < 11 0 * and ^111 ^ < 1 1 2 * components of the deformation texture,
and the only orientation which is favoured by an ability to grow
into components other than those in which it forms is *^1 0 , 8,7}
*135*.
(64)
Billamore'
further pointed out that in the early stages
of recrystallisation the texture consisting of

12

1 1 0 > and

•^00 1 ^ < 1 1 0 * orientations will also contain £l 1 l} < 110 * and ^ 5 5 4 ^
< 225 ^as recrystallisation components, so that at this stage it
approximates to his second type of deformation texture# Kuclei
formed at boundaries between (112) \j!10j and (112) [ylioj actually
include a small proportion of ^ 1 0 ,8 ,7 ^ 1 3 5 ^ ond these will be
favoured for growth into ^ 111 ^ < 1 1 0 > oriented recrystallised
grains# On this basis, high annealing temperatures or long annealing
times at low temperatures were expected to give rise to similar
recrystallisation textures from the two types of deformation
texture#
hillamore^^suggested that the nucleation frequency of
orientations having < 110 * directions parallel to the rolling
direction is high, since all grain boundaries between orientations
in the spread about this ^ 110 * direction are capable of nucleating
such orientations# Therefore, at low temperatures and for short
annealing times, i«e# when the growth rate is low, nucleation
probability will dominate formation of the texture. Thus,the low
temperature, short-time annealing texture of b#c#c* metals was
expected to consist of ^hlil}^ 1 1 0 * components with -^1 1 1} < 110 >
predominating# On the other hand, when the growth rate becomes
dominant, orientations of lower nucleation frequency, but capable
of rapid growth into a large volume fraction of material, v/ould
be the main components of the recrystallisation texture. These
were predicted as -^554 ^ ^ 2 2 5 > and ^ 1 0 ,8 ,7

135^*

This attempt at rationalisation of annealing textures in

b.c.c. materials was well founded since both predictions agreed
reasonably well with quoted experimental results, which included
those of previous workers# However, it is possible that oriented
nucleation could also be responsible in part for these recrystall
isation textures, especially if one recognises that -fl1 l 5 < 1 1 2 *
is a major component of the rolling texture, and that a small
amount of
spread* Hence,

is inevitably present as part of the textural
<112* could become a major component of the

recrystallisation texture simply by recrystallisation in situ,
while -^1111< 110* grains can grow from the -fl12^ < 110>--fo01^ < 110*
spread by oriented growth* That is not to say, however, that there
are two separate processes operating, rather that the initial
capacity for growth of *£l11

<110 * is greater than that of -\11ll

<112*, whereas in the later stages of recrystallisation the growth
rates may tend to equalise. This proposal may be compared with a
re-interpretation of the experimental results of Biilaiaore, Smith
{83 )
and Watson
* Their pole figure of 70£ cold-rolled iron was
described in terms of four orientations, ^ 112 (< 110>, X001s* <110*,
-^111 -r< 112* and *{l1l£ <110*, but the latter clearly corresponded
to regions of low intensity. After annealing for 15mins at 7 0 0 °C,
the peaks were centred on *V111^ <11 2> and ^111^ < 110 * orientations
of equal intensity.
(83)
The work of Dillamore, Smith and Watson'
was directed
towards distinguishing between the possible mechanisms from electron
microscope observations* However, in the!discrepancy in their
interpretation of major orientations in the rolling texture has
already been pointed out, and, in addition, in discussing development
of the annealing texture they appear to have ignored completely
the major component centred on ^111 <<112*# Apart from this,they
concluded that oriented grain boundary nucleation was responsible
for retention of some -^001 \ < TlO * componant in the annealing
texture, although the importance which they attached to this seems
an oversight in view of the fact that *£001"^ <110 > corresponded to
an area of very low intensity on the pole figure*

3*5 Effect of Second Phases on Recrystallisation Textures
fa

Leslie

a

\

has compared textures in iron with those of an

iron-0*8^ copper alloy* Rolling textures remained unaltered, and
there was no effect on the annealing texture, providing the copper
was precipitated before cold rolling* If, however, rolling was
carried put after solution treatment, and the copper was then
precipitated (3 hrs at 500 *C) followed by annealing (5 hrs at 700 °C),
the texture was of the type -^001^ < 110 > + £ 112 ^ < 1 1 0 * + *(l1 ll<112 s>
while the texture of iron after this treatment contained a much
stronger ^111'*|< 112* component* This effect was attributed to
a raising of the recrystallisation temperature by the presence
of the precipitatffiur.
The effect of aluminium nitride on recrystallisation textures
in iron and steels has received considerable attention due to
the commercial use of aluminium in the manufacture aluminiumkilled steels# There is still some doubt, however, as t6 whether
or not a true precipitate is involved#
Stickels^^ examined the recrystallisation behaviour of
iron containing aluminium and nitrogen# He showed that if A1H
was precipitated before rolling the recrystallisation textures
were similar to those observed in aluminium-free iron, and
consisted of a strong ^1 1 1 ^ < 1 1 2 * component with a minor ^ 1 1 1 ]
<110> component* On the other hand, if the material was super
saturated with respect to precipitation of AIR, a £l11^<110'>
primary recrystallisation texture developed over a certain interval
of isothermal annealing temperatures# This was always accompanied
by a spread towards £l11^ < 112* and «£001 }<110*. Lowering the
degree of supersaturation depressed the temperature interval
in which a Cl11^ < 1 1 0 * texture developed.
(83)
billamore, Smith and Watson' 'have compared the recrystallisation textures of aluminium-killed and rimming steel using
texture parameters# They considered two treatments, either
annealing directly for 15 mins at 7 0 0 *0 , or an additional prAeating
for 24hrs at 450*0. The intensity of ^111^ component was markedly

increased in the aluminium-killed steel by the low temperature
treatment before annealing at JOcfG, while in the rimming steel
the -^1115 component was slightly veakened.They gave an interpre
tation of the role of AIK based on the selective suppression
of nuclei of certain orientations* It was considered that precipit
ation at grain boundaries would prevent grain boundary nucleation
and reduce the intensity of ^001

110 * component, while segregation

to subgrain boundaries would inhibit the final stages of recovery*
In this way normal, subgrain growth is prevented and, since
subsequent growth is proportional to the available driving force,
orientations close to ^11l}<110* should be favoured* Although
^1 1 0 ^ < 11 0 '* provides the highest driving force for growth, it
was noted that there is only a small amount of material in this
orientation and its growth range is limited* This explanation
does not consider the ^ 11 l}< 1 1 2 * component of the recrystallisation
texture*When precipitation of A1E occurs after nucleation, it

. (66)

cannot be effective in this way* In fact, Borchers and Kim

have shown that such precipitation occurs in the new grain boundaries
slowing down their motion and weakening the texture by removing
the orientation-selective effects of the anisotropy of the
driving force.

4* Austenitic Stainless Steels*
In any material sheet textures have a direct hearing on
performance in operations which involve stretch forming and deep
drawing* Choice of textures in annealed stock can actually lead
to improvement in behaviour provided that the crystallographic
directionality resulting from the texture matches the stress system
which is applied during forming. It is with this in mind that
attention is now focussed on stainless steels, which, until relatively
recent times had received little thought. Indeed, as yet there is
little or no published work on the ferritic alloys but since, in
general, most b.c.c* metals and alloys have similar textures, it
is expected that ferritic stainless steels will conform to the
general pattern of behaviour* Current interest lies in the austenitic
steels, and the variables which may be used to control cold rolling
and primary recrystallisation textures in these alloys.4 .1 Stable Alloys*

Alloyed austenities remain stable provided that the Md temp
erature is .tbtsvc the temperature of working. For the purpose of
classifying steels into stable or metaotable alloys, an arbitrary,
but practical, definition will be adopted whereby an austenite
will be classed as stable at room temperature if no martensite
is formed in it after cold rolling to $0$ reduction.
Both rolling and annealing textures conform to the general
behaviour of f.c.c. metals and alloys, with stacking fault energy
being a controlling factor*
4« <J.1 Rolling Textures*
For 18j'Cr steels, complete stability at room temperature
occurs for nickel contents > ^ 14 /3^ ^ • Dickson and Green^*^ hxave
shown that an 18^Cr 14/^Ri steel exhibits a normal

112> type

of texturei steels of the 2 ^ G x 20 ^ 11i variety should also exhibit
this type of texture. Austenites having higher stacking fault
energies, approaching that of copper^should exhibit the pure metal
type of texture when rolled at room temperature, but there are
no results to confirm this*

Goodman and Hu

(1 1 ) confirmed

the existence of a texture

transition as a function of rolling temperature* TJsing an IGfoGr
10 S&ITi steel, they showed that the rolling texture changed gradually

from ^1 1 0 | < 1 1 2 >

to *^1 1 0 1 1 2 ** + -{il2 ?'< 111 > type as the temp

erature was raised from 200i5C to 800*0.
4*1*2 Primary Recrystallisation Textures*
In high purity alloys the -£1 1 0 ^

11 2 * texture produced by

cold rolling at room temperature recrystallises to {113*£ * 2 1 1 * ^ ^ #
The transition in annealing textures has been followed in
18^Cr lO^Ki s t e e l A n n e a l i n g at 900 *Cf of strip rolled at
200 -600 ° G to 90$ reduction, produces orientations near {113 .?** 3 3 2 > ,

{l 12 | * 5 3 4 ^ and {l23 ^ * T'11 * , while strip rolled at 800 *0 exhibits
predominantly cube texture, together with{1 2 2 }* 2 1 2 * twins and a
minor component near { 5 3 0 ^ 0 0 1 ^ •
4*2 Hetastable Alloys*
These alloys are metastable in the sense that working prog
ressively raises the Hs until it reaches the temperature of v;orking*
When this occurs, the strain-induced Y ^ ^ transformation takes
place during pplling, with subsequent formation of a duplex
t4.up cr-a Iur

texture

4*2*1 Rolling Textures.
(88 ), using 16$Gr 10^Hi steel, observed that
Goodman and Hu
after 90 /^ reduction crystallites of each phase had assumed their
normal end orientations. The austenite developed a typical f.c.c.
alloy texture, vis.^110 ^ ^ 1 1 2 > + a minor {110 ^ < 001 > component,
whereas the texture of the martensite consisted of a spread between
the main orientations {111 \ * 1?2 > +

110 ^and a spread towards

a minor {001|< 110> component. The amount of martensite was estimated
from pole figure intensities, as 70 -80 /S, but no details were given
as to how this estimation had been carried out.
The above textures have been confirraed in work reported by
Dickson and G r e e n ^ ^ . In this case, phase analysis was carried
/ n r\ \

out by an X-ray method described by Dickson

, which extends

the normal direct comparison method to account for preferred

orientation# The r e s u l t s ^ ^ showed that the amount of martensite
formed after 93$ reduction was"8 6?e, ^33^> fcnd~4?S for 18^Cr steels
containing, respectively, 10$, 12$ and 14$Hi. In all cases the
texture of the austenite remained unchanged# The martensite texture
of 18$Cr 10wii steel was similar to that reported by Goodman and
Hu, hut in the 18$Cr 12$Hi steel only the

112 V

{112^ < 1 1 0 V

components were observed# Ho texture was reported for the martensite
(q j )
in 18$Cr 14v»Hi steel* Hickson and Green' 'attributed absence of
the -^0011

11 Cf*

component in 18$Cr 12 $Hi steel to delayed development

of the b.c#c# texture*
It is interesting to compare relative intensities of martensite
components in stainless steels with the intensities normally
observed in b.c*c# metals and alloys# The ^OOll^llO^ component
which normally dominates the texture is reduced to secondary
importance in the o/texture* This difference arises because the
martensite in stainless steels is formed graduallyi prior deformation
of the austensite, involving development of its own texture, will
influence subsequent grain rotations in the transforned martensite#
4*2*2 Primary Recrystallisation Textures*
Goodman and Hu, ^ ^ u s i n g 18$Cr 10$Ki steel, found that annealing
for 1 hr# at 600°Q increased the intensity of the ^ 110 } < 1 1 2 ^
component, with appearance of a new orientation, ~ ^ 230 ^ < 3 2 1 ^

>

and that simultaneously the intensity of the martensite texture
decreased# At higher annealing temperatures this new orientation
disappeared, leaving a «^110 ^< 112

recrystallisation texture#

These authors concluded that the transformation o f w a s

by growth

of crystallites of retained austenite, but they explained the
presence of the orientation near -{230 }< 321 >by stating that it
coiild be related, by a Kurd;}uraov-Sachs relationship, to the -^111*^
< 11 2>/ component of the rolling texture and was therefore derived
from 51111-< 112 V

fry a reverse martensite transformation#

It seems unlfikely, however, that only one component of the martensite
rolling texture should transform to austenite by a reverse martensite
process.
>

A somewhat different annealing process occurod in the 18$foCr
(8 7^
steel examined by Dickson and Green^
. After £*hr at 500

new orientations appeared in the austenite,

£230 ^-^ 321

and

The remainder of the texture consisted of a spread between
.■^10|*<lT2> and jfl10^ < 001^. The texture was essentially the same
after £h*

600°C, but after £hr at J00°0 the intensity o f ^ H O ^

< 1 1 2 ,> and ^ 2^ 0 ^ ^ 321 *components had increased and a further
component appeared, ^{230 ^

3,2,13>. At 800

the intensity of this

orientation increased, at the expense of the ^ {l 10 ^ ^ 1 1 2 > component*
After |>-hr at 900^0 or 1hr at 1000^0, the texture could be described
by two distributions of orientations, one being near { 2 3 0 ^

321>

and containing ^430}< 3 4 0 ? the other near {230j< 3 f2 ,13 '> and
containing ^4 3 0 ^

00^. Dickson and Green^

concluded that formation

of the annealing texture consisted of reverse transformation of
all orientations in the martensite rolling texture, followed by
recrystallisation in the austenite according to an oriented growth
process*
4*3 Bffect of Second Phases on Recrystallisation Textures.
O
With respect to rolling temperatures in the range 600~800 G,
(88 )
when the pure metal rolling texture is formed, Goodman and Hu
found that an important consideration was the distribution of
©

carbide phases, which precipitate in the temperature range 5 OO-8 QO C*
After rolling at 600°G, transition was almost as complete as in
specimens rolled at 800^C, but on annealing at 900 °C cube texture
was formed only in the strip which had been rolled at the higher
temperature. Rolling at 600°C produced a fine dispersion of carbides,
o
visible only by electron microscopy, whereas rolling at 800 C
cause extensive precipitation of large particles which were optically
visible. It was concluded that the finely dispersed carbides had
impeded the growth of cube-oriented grains.

32.

PART II
A STUDY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING THE COLD ROLLIKG AHD
PRIMARY RECRYSTALLISATION TEXTURES OF AUSTEKITIC
STAIITLESS STEELS.
1. Introduction.
Previous results obtained for stainless steels still leave
some doubt concerning development of textures in metastable alloys.
For instance, the •|111^< 112> + -|l12^< 110> martensite rolling
texture reported by Dickson and G r e e n ^ ^ for 18/tCr 12$?Hi steel
has not been confirmed, and it is not absolutely clear why the
•{001^ < 110^ component should be missing. If this observation was
significant, other changes might be expected to occur as the austenite
stability is increased, but previously it was not possible to
determine the texture of martensite in 18^Cr 14$hi steel# Also,
recrystallisation from the duplex rolling texture of metastable
alloys is complicated by occurrence of the reverse martensite
reaction. The process has not been analysed in detail and there
(87)
remains disagreement between the results of Dickson and Green
(88 ).
and those of Goodman and Hu
One of the aims of the present work was to resolve the above
problems by re-examining the cold rolling and primary recrystallisation
textures of high purity alloys. The experimental technique which
has been used achieved much better resolution of diffracted radiation
than was obtained previously, so that textures could be determined
when as little as /V5<f0 of a phase was present. Particular attention
was given to the role of the martensite transformation and the
overall development of primary recrystallisation textures,
A second aim of the experimental work was to compare textures
of the high purity steels with those of some commercial alloys,
which included carbide—stabilised varieties. Because of the higher
carbon levels of commercial alloys in general, and the presence
of UbC

and

TtC in stabilised steels, austenite stability as

a function of composition can vary according to the type of heat
treatment prior to cold rolling. Furthermore, morphology of
undissolved carbides will be influenced by rate of cooling from

the solution treatment temperature i.e. annealing would allow
formation of some intergranular carbide phases which could effect
subsequent recrystallisation behaviour, whereas quenching would
tend to suppress this effect. To allow for these changes, two
extremes of both solution treatment temperature and rate of cooling
were studied as variables. The role of niobium, titanium and
molybdenum in stabilised steels was analysed by comparison with
unstabilised alleys.
Finally, the effect of increasing temperature of rolling is
(1 1 ), but there has been 210 work carried out on
well established
the effect of sub-sero rolling, which would decrease austenite
stability and might alter development of the martensite rolling
texture. This variable has been studied using selected alloys only.
2. Materials.
Compositions of steels used are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The 18/10, 18/12 and 18/14 alloys were supplied in the form of
‘
gin, forged slabs which had been annealed for 1 hour at 1050 C.
Other laboratory alloys, 18/12/Co and 18/25, were supplied as hot
rolled Jin. strip* The commercial alloys were all received as Jin.
strip in the hot rolled, softened and descaled condition.
3* Pickling.
To maintain a clean surface the laboratory alloys were first
pdckled in a boiling solution of 5f3 nitric acid/30 ^S hydrochloric
acid/65/^ water. During subsequent processing of all alloys pickling
was carried out after every heat treatment.
4 . Preliminary Treatments.

Some preliminary treatments were carried out

to minimise

the presence of initial texture. For the 18/10, 18/12 and 18/14
alloys these consisted of cold rolling ^ 30 $ followed by annealing
for 1 hour at 1050°C, the' sequence being repeated down to a thickness
O
of 0'2in. The other steels were annealed for 1 hour at 1050 C and
cold rolled to 0 *2 in,

5* Experimental Techniques.
5.1• Bolling and Annealing.
For the laboratory alloys and unstabilised
the following initial heat treatments

commercial steels

were used s-

(a) 1 hour at1050°C, furnace cooled*
(b) 1 hour at 1050°C, water quenched.
4
Additional treatments used for the carbide-stabilised steels were *(c) 15

minutes at 1300°C, furnace cooled.

(d) 15

minutes at 1 3 0 0 °C, water quenched.
Samples of 18/10, 18/12 and 18/14 steels were cold rolled to

95$ reduction,
passes

with the material being reversed end-to-end between

and oil lubrication to minimise surfacefriction*
The 95$ reduction was achieved with difficulty, by repeatedly

passing small pieces (2in)long) of 90$ reduced material. For a
strict definition of room temperature rolling, intermittent cooling
of the strip was applied as necessary. During the rolling, specimens
were cut from each strip after reductions given by loge

a

multiple of 0*5* where t 0 and %oC represent, respectively, initial
and final thicknesses. Specimens of 90$ and 95$ cold rolled strip
o
were annealed for
hour at temperatures in the range 500-900 C.
-

The other alloys were cold rolled to 90$ reduction, and
annealed as above.
Selected alloys (18/10 and FCB)were rolled at approximately
-196 °C. This was achieved by cooling the strip in liquid nitrogen
after every 6 passes up to 30 $ reduction, then after every 2 passes
between 30$ and 70$, and then after every single pass up to 90 $
reduction. The material was reversed end-to-end as before but no
lubrication was used. Specimens were annealed as above.

5.2. Determination of Texture Parameters.
Samples having the initial heat treatments (defined in 5*1)
were machined on one side only to a thickness of 0'15izu» followed
by grinding and etching for one minute in boiling 5$ nitric acid/
30$ hydrochloric acid/65$ water. To define these effective starting
conditions, texture parameters were calculated from measurements
obtained using a Philips X-ray generator and vertical diffractometer
Definition and significance of these parameters together with
experimental details are discussed in the Appendix.
5 .3 . Determination of Pole Figures.

Quantitative pole figures were determined by the Schulz X-ray
reflection method using a Siemens X-ray generator and texture
gonionmeter.
The Siemens goniometer is a two-circle instrument which uses
counter techniques for X-ray detection. The principal features
may be seen in Figures 3(G) &nd 3(b)* The primary X-ray beam passes
through the aperture collimating slit system (1)and the horizontal
slit (2) before irradiating the specimen (3 ) which is mounted on
a rotation assembly (4 ) at the centre of the large vertical ring (5 )
When the vertical ring (5 ) i. set at the appropriate Bragg angle,0 ,
to the primary X-ray beam, the diffracted

beam passes through the

counter tube collimating slits (6) and into the counter tube (7),
which is set at an angle 2 & to the primary beam. The diffracted
radiation received by the counter is derived solely from those
lattice planes whose normals bisect the angle between incident
and diffracted beams.
The whole rotation assembly (4 ) is shuttled to and fro a
distance of 15mm. once every second and, with each shuttle action,
a ratchet mechanism ( e ) rotates the specimen 1 0 about the normal
to its surface. Thus a complete rotation of the specimen takes
place in 6 minutes. At the same time, the vertical ring which
carries the specimen rotation assembly is rotated by a second
ratchet assembly (9) about the normal through the centre of the
O

ring. The resultant tilt of the specimen is usually 5

.

^ minutes.

As a result of the shuttling of the specimen, an area approximately
15 mm. square can he irradiated, thus reducing the chance of a

non-representative selection of crystals being examined. The
rotation and simultaneous tilting of the specimen is such that
the normals to the reflecting planes can be plotted on a spiral
path on a pole figure.
As the angle of tilt increases up to 50° “kk© change in absorption
of the X-ray beam is exactly cancelled by a change in the volume
of diffracting material, i.e. no correction is required for intensity
values up to 50° from the centre of the pole figure. In practice,
the slight loss of intensity between 50 °

70°is so small that

it can be neglected, but above 70° serious defocussing of the Bragg
reflection occurs. As a consequence, the peripheral regions of the
pole figure cannot be determined withthe same accuracy. However,
by allowing for the theoretical decrease in intensity

,

reasonable accuracy can be obtained in the range 70-85 ° from the
rolling plane normal. Providing the measurements in this region
are not used for comparison, they serve a useful purpose in
completing the definition of texture.
£200} pole figures of the cold rolling and annealing textures
were obtained using KoK^ radiation monitored by a scintillation
counter. Specimen preparation involved grinding and etching to a
section approximately midway between surface and centre of the strip.
The intensity contours on all pole figures have been labelled
in multiples of the random level corresponding to a specimen with
randomly oriented grain structure. To obtain this interval, it
is necessary to measure both the zero and random levels of diffracted
radiation. Zero level was assessed as the average of background
levels obtained by offsetting the counter tube arm on either side
of the 2 d position. The random level was checked by two methods,
by using as ^random” specimens those hawing the initial heat treatments,
and by total integration of diffracted intensity over the whole
area of the pole figure assuming the decrease after 70°to be linear.

Reproducibility of both zero and random levels was to within i 5f°»
so that the accuracy of intensity contours is approximately - 10
To provide supplementary information on textural changes
during annealing, intensities of individual components have been
assessed from point measurements taken from pole figure data. Such
measurements must always be used with caution because the intensity
at any point on a pole figure is a function of an effectively
infinite number of individual crystal orientations* However, by
careful choice of the pole positions of given orientations in a
particular texture, reliable semi-quantitative measurements can
be obtained which are at least proportional to the relative intensities
of distributions centred on the orientations in question. Intensities
of the following orientations have been assessed from measurements
at positions indicated by I(<**+$*)* where

is the angle from the

rolling plane normal and f is the rotation about the rolling plane
normal.
Component

Intensity Measurement

^11 2 } <7io>

2X1 (3 5 ° + 90 ')

•{111 ? * 1 1 2 >

2

•(ooi]< iio>

x 1 (55 °)
X(o')

{1 1 0 ? * 11 2 ^

2 x X(45 "+ 5 5 )

{11 0 } < 00 1 >

1 (45 ‘+ 9 0 )

{2301 < 3,2,14>

4

X 1(55°+75)

{ 6 ,8 ,1 7 ^

4

x I(6 5°+ 4 0 )

575>

{6 , 1 0 , 1 H 531 >

4 X 1 ( 6 0 * + 15)

{2 251* 533*

2 x 3(50')

5*4 Phase Analysis of Austenite and Martensite.
Phase analysis of the cold rolled and annealed specimens
was carried out using the Philips X-ray generator and vertical
diffracto»meter* Theory of the method and examples of calculations
are given in the Appendix.

5*5 Determination of Diffraction Line Profiles.
Lattice re-arrangement during the early stages of annealing
was studied from line profiles of selected Bragg reflections. The
diffractometer was used, with a very slow scanning speed of §°per
minute,
5*6 Vickers Hardness Measurements*
Vickers hardness measurements were made on the cold rolled
and annealed specimens,
5*7 Optical and Electron Metallography*
Selected samples only were examined.
Optical metallography was carried out using the Vickers
projection microscope* Specimen preparation involved polishing
to y* followed by electrolytic etching in 10jS oxalic acid at 2-4 volts
using the specimen as anode and a stainless steel cathode*
Electron metallography was carried out using the Jeol 6A
electron microscope. Specimens of rolled and annealed sheet were
thinned to 0*010in. in boiling JOfa hydrochloric acid/5^ nitric acid/
65$ water, and then ground to grade 600 silicon carbide paper*
Discs 5&m. in diameter were punched out and chemical thinning and
polishing was done using a Polaron instrument. Thinning was carried
out in 25$perchloric acid/75/^sthanol at 17 volts with a jet of
electrolyte impinging on one side only to produce a dished shape.
This was repeated for the other side. Subsequent polishing was
done in a seperate cell using 10/£perchloric acid/90 ^methanol at
5 volts until a hole was just visible* The region near the perforation
was examined in transmission.
5 .8 Identification of Carbide Extracts.

This was intended as a confirmatory examination of the carbide
phases which occur in thes^ steels rather than a detailed
investigation of the effect of solution treatment and recrystallisatiofl
annealing. One sample only from selected alloys was examined. The
phases were extracted electrolytically in 5$ hydrochloric acid/^S*^
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6* Results.
6.1 Cold Rolling and Annealing; Textures.
6*1.1 Laboratory Alloys*
Table 5 lists the texture parameters measured after prelimin
ary rolling and annealing treatments. Deviations from the random
level (=1) are marginal. These results show that each steel had
an essentially random grain orientation prior to cold rolling,
so that subsequent influence of initial texture as a variable can
be dismissed*
Figure 4 shows the progress of martensite formation during
rolling of 18/10, 18/12 and 18/14 alloys. Each steel shows first
an "incubation period” during which the Ms is raised to room
temperature* Maximum amount of martensite is formed by-v90$
reduction! further rolling to 95$ reduction should therefore merely
sharpen the texture about the principal orientations* Measured
intensities were actually slightly higher after 95$ reduction but
the difference was marginal, being only of the same order as

^

differences between the full range of laboratory and commercial
alloys after 90$ reduction*
{ 2 0 0 5 pole figures are shown for the 18/10, 18/12 and 18/14

steels after 95$ cold rolling. Because of experimental difficulties
in achieving this reduction, other alloys have been examined £fter
90 $ reduction only.

18$Cr 10$Hi steel
Figures 5

6 show the *{200} pole figures of 18$Cr 10$Ni

steel after 95$ cold rolling. The

texture (Figure 5 ) really

consists of two fibre components, i.e. a < 111 > fibre component
normal to the rolling plane and an incomplete < 1 1 0 ^ fibre texture
parallel to the rolling direction* In terms of ideal orientations,
the principal components are *£l12^110£/ and *£1 11
is also spread towards a minor -{001

112>/* There

110^^ component* The austenite

exhibits a normal f.c.c. alloy type of texture, viz -fl1 0 j < 1 1 2 > +
a minor £l10}< 001> component. (Figure 6 )

Physical changes taking place within the martensite during
annealing are indicated by figures 7 &nd

Figure 7 compares the

relative intensities of principal o/ texture components. These
measurements have been made using identical instrument settings,
so that they are a function not only of textural changes but also
of the amount of martensite present. The $©/curve has been superimposed
to demonstrate this effect* The essential feature of Figure 7 is
the increase in intensity of all components after J hour at 500 °C,
when the amount of martensite has actually decreased slightly*
This can only be related to the onset of recovery, causing sharpening
of the ©/texture* Further evidence of recovery within the martensite
is provided by figure 8, which shows profiles of the 200®/
reflection. These curves were also obtained with identical instrument
settings, so that the general decrease in line intensity results
from the decreasing amount of martensite* A orilcing feature is that
recovery starts at ^ 500 °C, but there is no evidence of recrystal0
o
lisation within the martensite at 600 C* At 700 C, the amount of
martensite is so small that recrystallisation cannot be entirely
eliminated but the breadth of the lfne does suggest that the amount
of recrystallisation, if any, is minimal*
Figures $-12 show the *{20o]y pole figures after cold rolling
and annealing. After annealing for § hour at 500 C,'v 6$o^/has
transformed to

(Figure 7) with a corresponding change in the

austenite texture (Figure 9)* One of the peak distributions is
now centred on *{l10"£*<'001> with spread towards £no"^-<112>-* For
reasons which will become evident during the discussion, the
orientations •{110^<557>i {4 3 0 $ < 001 > and{4 3 0 *£*<2,8,17^ are also
shown as belonging to this part of the texture. The other high
intensity region in figure 9 is not so clearly defined! it is
centred on orientations close to {6 ,8 ,17^

575^

includes

considerable spread towards {430$<340>* Again, this will later
be shown to be quite significant*
After annealing for

hour at 600 C only

remains

(Figure 7). The texture remains the same (Figure 10) but intensities

are significantly higher and the distribution of orientations is
more clearly defined.
At 700°C the martensite hoc almost disappeared (Figure

7)

and further textural changes are evident in the austenite* Figure 11
shows that after annealing for § hour at 700°C, in the region
^110]< 112> - *{110]

001

the distribution of infensity has changed

and the general level of intensity has decreased. At the same time,
in the region of ^4 3 0 $< 340 ^* the intensity has increased*
The positions of -^230$< 3, 2,14v and {6,10,1$ < 531^ orientations
are also indicated in figure 11, to show that they lie within the
general spread of texture at this stage* The intensity of these
components increases after annealing at 800°C, and after §hour at
900°C (Figure 12) they emerge as major components of the recrystallisation texture. There still remains a considerable spread towards
other orientations, particularly those of the type {6,8,17~^< 575^»
Figure 13 compares intensities of important

orientations

during the annealing cycle and figure 14 shows the variation in
profile of the 220y reflection. The slight increase in line intensity
at 500°C (Figure 14) could be partly due to a decrease in the amount
of martensite* a positive deduction of the onset of recovery is
therefore not possible* However, having identified recovery within
the martensite at 5 0 0 °C, it is reasonable to assume that it has
also started in the austenite at this temperature* (This is further
confirmed when the results for 18$Cr 12$l?i and 18$Cr 14$&± steels
are considered, since in these alloys textural changes in the
austenite do not mask the effect of onset of recovery on line profile).
Recovery within the austenite is certainly evident at 600°C and
is associated with the very high intensities in figure 10. Returning
to figure 13, we see that the initial increase in intensity of
^110$< 001>and {l 10$< 112> coincides with the transformation of
with recovery taking place simultaneously in both phases. The
in te n s itie s
c o m p o n e n ts

o f

{ 6 , 1 0 , 1 $ ,< 5 3 1 ^

in c re a s e

d u r in g

th e

'{ 6 ,8 ,1 7 $ < 5 7 5 >
reco very

ran g e

a n d - { 230 "?,-< 3 * 2 , 1 4 ^
and

c o n tin u e

to

increase up to 900 C. The intensities of *{l1o} <?12v and { 1 1 0 ^ 001>
decrease during recrystallisation*
18^Cr 12#H1 steel
Rolling textures of both^/and y. phases remain the same as
the nickel content is increased within the composition range of
netastable alloys# Figure 15 shows that the ytexture of 18^Cr 12?£lJi
steel is the same as that in 18$Cr 10$Hi steel* Figure 16 shows
/

that the °< texture is also similar but its intensity is slightly
lower than in the previous alloy.
The 18^Cr 12$Hi steel recrystallises to a { 2 2 5 ^ 533> texture#
This is shown in the -{2o6}y

pole figure after annealing for § hour

at $00°0 (Figure 17)* Changes taking place during annealing are
shown in Figures 18 and 19« When the results of 18$Cr 14^Hi steel
have been considered, it will be appreciated that

the marked increase

in intensity of *^110|< 112> and *^110^<001> rolling texture
components of 18^Cr 12^1-Ti steel at 600°C (Figure 18) is due partly
to recovery and partly to the large increase in amount of austenite
at this temperature. The smell but significant increase in intensity
of -{2251< 533> at 600° C arises solely from the tf^JTtransformation*
Pronounced textural changes take place at higher temperatures to
establish the £ 2 2 5 ?< 553> recrystallisation texture. These results
are amplified by the 220jj' line profiles (Figure 1 9 ), which show
o
that recovery within the austenite starts at ^5^0 C, becomes much
more pronounced at 600*0, but is followed by recrystallisation
between 600 C and J00°C*
18^Cg 14#Hi steel
Rolling textures of 18^Cr 14/^hi steel (Figures 20 and2l) are
similar to those of 18/oCr 12/'iIi steel*
The rccrystallisation texture (Figure 22) is also similar
but slightly better defined* There are, however, important differences
0

when the changes during annealing are considered. At 600 C, the
increase in intensity of *{110|<112'> and ^110^<001* (Figure 23)
is due mainly to recovery, since the small amount of martensite
which has transformed at this temperature would be insufficient

to account for this increase in texture intensity* Also, at this
temperature, there is complete absence of intensity in the region
of {2 2 5 553>. App earance of this orientation is delayed until
recrystallisation occurs* (Figures 23 and 2 4 )
18#Cr 12^Ki 7^Co steel
In terms of austenite stability this alloy is similar to
18^Cr 14#Hi steel. Accordingly the cold rolling and annealing
textures are the same (Figures 25 and 26) and changes during
annealing follow a similar trend (Figures 27 and 28).
18^Cr 25#Hi steel
This alloy* is a fully stable austenite which exhibits the
standard f.c.c. alloy texture on cold rolling (Figure 29) and the
corresponding £ 2 2 5 ^

533 ^ recrystallisation texture after annealing

(Figure 3$)# Changes during annealing (Figures 31 &nd 32)remain
the same as in 18yoCr 14^hi steel.
6.1.2 Commercial Alloys.
fable 4 lists the texture parameters measured after preliminary
rolling and annealing treatments. In some cases deviations from
the random level are marginally greater than for the laboratory
alloys, but the differences are not significant. For practical
purposes, each steel can be considered as having an essentially
random structure prior to cold rolling and again subsequent
influence of initial texture can be neglected.
Figure 33 shows the progress of martensite formation during
rolling for a selection of the alloys. The trends are obviously
the same as for laboratory alloys. A new feature is shown by the
behaviour of FOB steel after annealing at 1050*C, i.e. complete
transformation to

martensite occurs during rolling.

Cold rolling textures are typified by the examples of pole
figures shown in Figures 34-36* After initial heat treatment at
1050°C, the ^texture of FCB steel is different (Figure 3 4 ). The
intensities of {l1 2 ^< 1 1 0 > and
equal and the intensity of

1 1 2 > components are now

{001 *]< 1 1 0 > has increased by comparison

with (say) the 18^Cr 10$SlTi steel. However, if the initial heat
treatment is at 1300°C, the texture (Figure 35) is similar to
that of the laboratory alloys. Other commercial alloys exhibit °/
rolling textures similar to Figure 35* end the full results are
summarised in Table 5, as relative intensities of the principal
components.
Austenite rolling textures of the commercial alloys are all
of the f.c.c. alloy type, and are typified by the ^200}^

pole

figure of P.F310 steel after annealing at 1050*C (Figure 3 6 ) •
On the basis of recrystallisation behaviour the commercial
steels fall into two groups. The unstabilised steels (RF310, FST(L)
and FSh(L)) recyystaliise in a manner similar to the laboratory
alloys of equivalent metastability. On the other hand, the carbide-*
stabilised varieties (FOB, SF347»^F;

and FMBTi) do not undergo

the same re-orientation during annealing. Instead, the final re
crystallisation texture is formed largely by retention of the )f
cold rolling texture and/or retention of the J texture immediately
after transformation from the martensite. Table 6 lists the
after cold rolling and summarises the recrystallisation textures
in terms of three ideal orientations, £2

2

5

{lip}

112*

and {110^ 001*. For some of the textures, this description is
oversimplified but the relative intensities of these components
throughout serve as a useful guide to differences between the
various alloys and to the effect of different initial heat
treatments applied to individual alloys. The {22$\^ 533 > orientation
is very close to ^6 ,8 ,17 ] < 575> which was used to describe
textures in 18$Cr 10^Hi steel. For simplicity, only the {2251* 533^
position is shown on pole figures of the commercial steels but
it is recognised that the intensity measured in this position in
some cases represents a wide spread of orientations v/hich include
those originating from the ©/martensite texture by transformation.

RF510 steel.

This steel represents a fully stable austenite. The
recrystallisation texture after annealing at 1050°C (Figure 37)
is of the {225}

533* type. The transition is marginally less compWt^

than in its laboratory counterpart, 18;'Cr 25/SRi* since there still
remains some spread of orientations in the region of the y
rolling texture. This point is

also illustrated in Figure 3 6 *

where the intensities of

112* and *{110} <*001* remain at

a higher level at 900°C* The mechanism of development of the
recrystallisation texture is similar to the laboratory alloys,
©

with recovery causing sharpening of the rolling texture at 600 C
and giving way to recrystallisation by re-orientation at higher
temperatures(Figures 3$

39 )• Figure 40 shows that water quenching

from 1050*0 has negligible effect. Intensities of {2 2 5 }< 533*#
^110}< 112* and {110}-^001* components are the same (Table 6).
FST(L) steel
This is a fairly stable alloy; only M O j W ' is

formed during

cold rolling (Table 6). Again the recrystallisation texture after
annealing at 1050 C is of the { 2 2 5 ^ 533* type (Figure 4 1 ) an&
transition is less complete than for (say) the 18^Cr 14/^^i
laboratory alloy. Mechanism of development of the recrystallisation
texture remains the same (Figures 42 and 43)

water quenching

from 1050°C has negligible effect (Figure 44

Table 6).

FSh(L) steel
The composition of this alloy is similar to that of FST(L)
steel. This is reflected in the results shown in Figures 45-48
and in the texture intensities given in Table 6 whfech establish
a similar annealing behaviour.
FOB steel
After initial annealing at 1050 C, FCB steel completely
transforms to 0/ martensite during rolling, and the ratio of
principal */texture components is different by comparison with
more stable austenites (Table 5 )*

Changes taking place within the martensite during annealing are
similar to those observed for 18^Cr 10$Hi steel* Figures 49 and
o
50 show that, during subsequent annealing at 580 C, the intensities
of ^/components are increased by recovery, but there is no evidence
of recrystallisation within the martensite at 600*C. (Figure 50).
At 700 °C, the amount of iaartensite is ag&in so small that
recrystallisation cannot be entirely eliminated, but the breadth
of the line still suggests that the amount of recrystallisation,
if any, is minimal.(Parallel observations were made on other alloys
to establish this as a general effect).
Figures 51-55 indicate changes taking place within the austenite
during annealing. Figure 51 shows the { 2 0 0 ^ pole figure after
hour at 600°0f when there still remains

^ 12$martensite in the

structure* This pole figure therefore represents the texture of
austenite derived entirely from martensite. Description of the
texture in terms of ideal orientations is the same as for the 18^Cr
10^lTi steel.' The main differences are that the intensities of
*{110} < 001 > and ^110 ]•< 112 > type orientations are lower in
FCB steel. Figure 52 shows that a large part of the texture at
600 °C is retained at 900*C, notably the {l 10 } < 001*- {l10}<112>
spread, but the intensity of £225 ^< 533* 'kyps components is now
considerably lower and the spread towards {4 3 0 }< 340 * has
disappeared. The decrease in intensity of {22'5} < 533^ corresponds
with increasaing intensity of{l10}<001*

(Figure 53)* ^he 220y

line profiles (Figure 54) show that recrystallisation begins
between 600°C and 700°C when this change occurs. However, the
220 y

line intensity after ■§ hour at 700 C has increased whereas

the corresponding series of line profiles for 18$Cr 10$Ri steel
shows a decrease in intensity at this temperature. This suggests
a different mechanism of recrystallisation in FOB steel.
Water quenching from 1050 C has negligible effect on the
recrystallisation texture (Figure 55!an& Table 6).

o
Annealing at 1300 C causes greater solution of carbon and
alloying elements to produce a more stable austenite. During
subsequent cold rolling only ^ 8

7

is formed (Table 6). The

main changes in the corresponding recrystallisation texture (Figure
56 ) are a higher intensity of {2 2 5 }

533*

a lower intensity

of {110}<001*.
o

Water quenching from 1500 C causes even greater solution
of carbides, ^71$°/ being formed during rolling. However, the
recrystallisation texture remains essentially the same, as shown
by the pole figure (Figure 57) and the intensities of principal
texture components (Table 6). Figure 58 shows that the -{225}< 533>
orientation originates during the

transformation, and after

the transformation is eomx>lete there is no ma$or change of texture .

SF547 steel
O

After annealing at 1050 C, SF347 steel transforms to

S

^ 8 5/»<*

during cold rolling (Table 6). The corresponding recrystallisation
texture (Figure 59.) consists largely of { 2 2 5 } < 533* with spread
towards -{110}<112> and a minor {l1G}<001* component. The
-

©

texture is similar to FOB annealed at 1300 C. Similarity in
behaviour is further confirmed when the intensities of principal Y
components and the variation of 220^

line profile are considered

(Figures 60 and 61). T/ater quenching causes only a slight decrease
in the amount of martensite (Table 6) and the recrystallisatinn
texture remains the same (Table 6 and Figure 62).
O
Annealing at 1500 C causes appreciable solution of carbides,
since only ^ 35/ 0/ is formed during rolling (Table 6). The
recrystallisation texture is now quite different (Figure 6 3 ),
consisting mainly of {110^ 112> with {225 } < 533* and -(110^ <001*
both of lower iiitensity. Water quenching from 1300°C produces
a similar texture (Table 6,and Figure 6 4 )* The stability of the
austenite after initial treatment at 1300°C is approximately
equivalent to the 18$Cr.12$Hi laboratory steel, but the mechanism
of recrystallisation as shown by intensities of principal

components (Figure 6 5 ) is quite different. During the annealing
cycle the ^110}< 112> + -{l10^<001'>

rolling texture orientations

are not removed by re-orientation and remain as major components
of the recrystallisation texture. The initial increase in intensity
of -^225 |< 533^ arises from transformed martensite but in contrast
to 18^Cr 12$Hi steel growth of this orientation is suppressed.
FDF steel
The trend of recrystallisation textures of the previous
steel is repeated in the behaviour of FDF steel. After initial
treatment at 1050*0, the results are similar.(Figures 6 6 -6 9 )*
After treatment at 13Q0°C, only ^ 9^v/ is formed during
rolling (Table 6 ) and the main difference in annealing texture
is the slightly higher intensity of {110}< 001* (Table 6 , Figures
70 and 71)« Figure 72 shows that the

ft rolling texture

orientations are largely retained during recrystallisation.
FHB steel
This is a fairly stable steel, equivalent to the 18$Cr 14^111
laboratory alloy. Only ^2^°/ is formed during rolling of FHB
(Table 6 )
o

The recrystallisation texture after annealing at 1050 C
(Figure 73) is essentially a retained Jf cold rolling texture,
consisting of {110}< 11 Z> + {110} <001'> orientations. There is
also a spread of low intensity towards *^2 2 5 } < 533 * which,of course,
does not appear in the rolling texture. Figure 74 shows that this
o
o
orientation appears between J00 C and 800 C, but growth is
resricted such that the rolling texture orientations are retained
with little loss of intensity. Figure 75 shows that recrystallisation
occurs between J00 C and 800 C, but in contrast to (say) 18$£Cr
14/lIi steel, the same orientations are largely retained.

Other treatments produce the same recrystallisation texture
(Table 6, Figures 76-78)*
FHBTi steel
This is the titanium bearing equivalent of FHB. The textures

and recrystallisation "behaviour are the same (Figures 79-84)•
6.1*3 Effect of Rolling at Lower Temperatures*
Figures 85-88 shot? the effect of rolling at^-196°C on
the textures of 18$Cr 10$Hi and FOB steels.
The 200 o/ pole figure of 18$Cr 1Q$Ifi steel rolled to 90 $
reduction (Figure 8 5 ) indicates that the relative intensities
of {001J* 110v and

are increased (Also the amount of

formed during rolling was increased to 100$). The recrystallisation
behaviour, however, was similar to the sample rolled at room
temperature.
Kore pronounced differences are exhibited by FOB steel.
After initial annealing at 1050 C, the rolling texture at -196°C
(Figure 86) shows a much greater increase in intensity of the
•{001 ^

110> component with a decrease in intensity of {111]*^ 112*%

The subsequent recrystallisation texture iG also different (Figure 8 7 )
The main component is now {l10}-< 112^ with { 1 1 0 ^ 001> and{225]-< 533 >
at secondary intensity. Development of the texture is still largely
by retention of the texture formed at lower temperatures (Figure88) 6.2 Hardness Curves.
Figures 8 9 - 9 6 show hardness curves for the commercial steels.
In general, the observed variations in hardness confirm deductions
o

made previously from line profiles, i.e. recovery occurs ^500 C
and, with the exception of FHB and FHBTi steels, recrystallisation
occurs over the range 600 C-900 C. Throughout the series of alloys
the highest recrystallisation annealing treatment, -£ hour at 900 C
is sufficient to produce essentially complete recrystallisatiun.
(Hardness curves were also determined for the laboratory alloys
but the results were similar to (say) HF310 commercial steel).
For the unstabilised alloys (Figures 89-91)» rate of cooling
from 1050°C

has little effect on hardness and there are

no significant differences between the steals.
For the stabilised alloys (Figures 91-96), rate of cooling
from 1050°C again has little effect. In some cases (FOB, SF347 and
FMBTi) water quenching from 1300*C retains a higher hardness than

furnace cooling, but the difference is not great. The main
effect of the stabilising elements is that a higher hardness is
retained at 700°C by comparison with unstabilioed alloys. This
is most noticeable in FMB and FMBTi steels (Figures 95 and 9 6 )
where the alloys are still in the recovery stage at J00°G*
6.5 Metallographic Observations.

Table 7 gives grain sises of the commercial steels measured
after initial heat treatment and after subsequent cold rolling
and annealing.(Measurements made on laboratory alloys were similar
to results shown for the unstabilioed steels). Initial grain sises
vary within a factor of 8 while those after cold rolling and
annealing vary within a factor of 4* Although initial treatment
o
at 1500 G promotes noticeable grain growth, after cold rolling
and annealing the grain sise is similar to that in other samples.
Useful comments on the optical metallography are limited
to effects of the initial solution treatments. This is because
subsequent cold rolling merely breaks up any existing distribution
of undisoolved particles with the result that only the quantity
of undissolved phases, or conversely the extent of their solution
in the matrix, remains as a variable to be considered in discussion.
The main effects are typified by the areas shown in Figures
o
97-99* For the unstabilised steels, furnace cooling from 1050 C
left a fine network of grain boundary carbides

0*

), whereas

water quenching tended to suppress such precipitation leaving
only the original undissolved carbides (^1-2/{/) in the matrix
(Figure 97). The amount of undissolved particles was much greater
in RF310 than in FST(L) and FSL(L) steels.
The niobium and titanium stabilised steels (FOB, SF347 ond FDP)
in addition to some fine grain boundary carbides, showed more
massive gi'ain boundary networks (MyU) after annealing at 1050 C
(Figure 98), but solution treatment at 1300°C removed much of this.
FEBTi steel behaved in a similar manner to these alloys.
FMB steel showed almost complete solution of large carbides

after all heat treatments e.g. Figure 99 shows the fine grain
boundary particles produced during furnace cooling from 1050°C,

Table 8 gives the results of qualitative analysis of carbide
extracts from selected alloys* For the unstabilised alloys, e.g.
HF310, only M 23 Cg is involved. For the stabilised steels

ITbC,

TiC and possibly IZ02 C can also pccur*
It was

the electron metallography which highlighted important

differences between stabilised and unstabilised steels esc
regards precipitation and resolution of precipitates during the
annealing cycle. The observations are summarised by Figures 100-108,
which show micrographs of thin foils taken from RF310, FOB end
FHB steels.
Figure 100 indicates that recovery in RF310 steel is almost
complete after § hour at 600°C. At JQO °C, some precipitation occurs
but this is more evident at 800 C. (Figure 101). At 9^0 -Cf
however, most of this precipitate has re-dissolved leaving a matrix
essentially free from fine precipitates (Figure 102).
Figures 103-105 consider a similar sequence for FCB steel.

The area shown in Figure 103 has actually started to recrystallise
6
O
at 600 C. Figure 104 shows some isolated fine particles at TOO C
but precipitation is much more extensive at 800 C (Figure 105)*
After § hour at 900°C (Figure 106) precipitate particles (^0‘1/u)
are still present in the matrix.
A similar effect is demonstrated for FMB steel in Figures
107 and 108.

o
This .retention of precipitate particles at 900 c by the
stabilised steels is in complete contrast to the unstabilised
steel, which exhibits re-solution of particles at this temperature.

7* Discussion*
7*1 Rolling Textures*
Within the scope of the present work, there are no differences
in cold rolling textures that could “
be attributed to differences
in grain sise or distribution of second phases. She comment about
grain sise is a general one since the observed variations would
not be expected to have any effect, but the point is illudbated
by the results for FIOTi steel where the initial grain sise varies
by a factor of 4 y e^ there are no real differences in the amounts
of austenite and martensite or the textures of each phase* Initial
texture has already been dismissed as a variable by ensuring an
essentially random condition prior to cold rolling# Factors
controlling the observed textures are therefore matrix (austenite)
composition and temperature of rolling*
7*1*1 y Mcxtenoite Rolling Textures*
During rolling at room temperature, except when the amount
of martensite approaches 100^, relative intensities of principal
components (Table 5 ) remain constant throughout the composition
range of metastable alloys* It is interesting to compare the
observed relative intensities of { 1 12 ] < T 10> , -[l11 ] < 1T2 * and -{001
components of the ^/rolling texture with the intensities normally
observed in b*c*c. rolling textures* The {00l}-<110> component
usually dominates the rolling texture, but is reduced to secondary
importance in theo<texture# This difference arises because the
martensite in stainless steels is formed gradually! prior
deformation of the austenite, involving development of its own
texture, will influence subsequent grain rotations in the
transformed martensite* Results for FOB steel rolled at room
o
temperature, and 18/£Cr 10^Efi and FOB steels rolled at ^ -196 C,
show that, if the martensite transformation is completed at an
earlier stage of deformation, the final

texture tends toward

the normal b#c.c. type*
f

It was previously reported by Dickson and Green
only

j-i

rj \

that

and ^111^<'112> components were present in the

o/texture of 18^Cr 10 $&M steel, and they attributed absence of
the ^0 0 1 \ < 110 > component to delayed development of the b.c.c.
rolling texture* This occurence, as shown by the present results,
is certainly not general, and could have resulted from a small
amount of initial texture, sufficient to alter significantly the
sequence of texture development, since rolling was previously
carried out directly after forging and annealing* In the present
work, use of pretreatments to ensure a random starting condition
has avoided this. Apart from this difference, other rolling
(87)
textures reported by Dickson and Green
are confirmed by the
present results*
-7*1*2 Austenite Rolling Textures*
The austenite cold rolling textures of these alloys are
controlled by the value of )f/Gb, and for the limited range of
compositions only the variation of Jj' with composition needs to
be considered* By working out the least squares fit of data from
several workers Gallagher^^ has shown that d^/dNi
c m # ^ wtfT"^* Taking jjfl8 / l G = 22 ergs.cm"2, this gives
27

ergs.cm" 2 and

dynes#cm" 2 and.

^ 1 8 / 1 4 ~ 32 erg'S.cm"*2. Assuming G «
« 3*59

2* 6 ergs#

Jfl8/12~
7*4

2: 10”

corresponding values of ^f/Gb

are 1* 43 x 10"-*, 1*76 x 10"^ and 2* 09 x 10"-* for the 18^Cr 10^Hi,

.

18$Cr 12^371 and 18$aCr 14 ^IIi steels respectively. Silver, which
is known to exhibit the f.c.c# alloy type of texture on rolling
at room temperature, has jf/Gb ~

3*1

10"-% It is not surprising;

then, that the same texture is exhibited by the austenite ineech
steel covering the range of metastability#
In the stable austenite range, 18^Cr 25/^Hi steel also
exhibits the alloy texture. From the same data ^18/25 ~ 61 ergs#
cm*"2 giving

/Gb — 4 x 10"^# At higher values of )f/Gb, approaching

that of, say, copper (—

5*3 x 10 "-*), austenites should exhibit

the pure metal type of texture when rolled at room temperature
but there are no results to confirm this.

7*2 Primary Kecrystallisation Textures of High Purity IronChromium-Hickel Austenites#
Basically two different textures have been identified# The
18$£Cr 10?'fti steel recrystallises to mainly *{23 0 ^ < 3,2,14* e-xid
{6,10,1} < 551 > orientations with considerable spread remaining
in the region of { 6,8 ,17 } < 575% whereas 1Q$Cr 12;&Ti, 18^Cr 145^Ni# ■
'
18/^Cr 12foKi 7^Co and 18^Cr 25 ^Ri steels recrystallise to a -^225 ^ 53 3 ^
texture# The obvious difference in rolling behaviour of the two
sfets of alloys is the much higher amount of martensite ('c 86$©/).
formed in 18$Cr 10ffdli steel than in 18$Cr 12^Hi steel ( "c32$o/)
and the other alloys.
7.2.1 Comparison with Previous Results*
The recrystallisation texture of 18^Cr lGj£l?i steel was
previously described (Dickson and G r e e n ^ ^ ) as mainly { 230 ]^ 3» 2f13>
and {230^< 321> components, which may be identified, respectively,

with \250\< 3,2, 1 4 > and -{6 ,1 0 ,l}< 531 * orientations used in the
present work, these being a slightly better description of the
peak positions. Similarly, the -[2 2 5 ]< 533* texture of 18$Cr
steels was previously described^^ as {113 *}** 211* •
(87)
The results of Dickson and Green' ' are thus confirmed ana those
(88 ) for 18$£Cr iO^Hi steel remain anomalous.
of Goodman«w*Hu
and 18^Gr

7*2.2 Mechanism of Texture Development.
Formation of recrystallisation textures from the duplex
(p/ *{•g") rolling textures of metastable austenitic steels involves
several stages# These are*1) recovery within the deformed austenite
2 ) recovery within the deformed martensite

3

)formation

of recrystallisation nuclei within the range of

austenite rolling texture orientations
4 ) martensite to austenite shear transformation
5 ) variant selectivity during the transformation
6 ) recovery within the derived austenite
7 ) formation of recrystallisation nuclei within the range of
transformed orientations

8) competitive growth of favourable orientations to form
the final texture* this is influenced by the relative
/

amounts of

and yformed during rolling.

Successive stages overlap, but the role of each can be
discussed separately, in the general order of occurrence.
Recovery.
Recovery merely leads to sharpening of the existing texture
about the principal orientations. This has been illustrated for
both 18®SCr 10^Hi and 18/^Cr 14 /^i extremes of the composition
range of metastable alloys. Recovery within the martensite prior
to transformation has an important bearing on the derived
austenite texture. The effect is that, even with random selection
of variants during the transformation, that part of the austenite
texture derived from the martensite should be less diffuse.
Continuation of recovery withiii the derived austenite leads to
further texture sharpening before recrystallisation.
The Martensite Transformation.
The martensite transformation in stainless steels has been
the subject of many research papers, and there has been much
discussion on the reactions which seem possible, i.e. whether
or

It is generally considered that £ is a

transition phase and that continuing deformation will transform
it to

martensite, so that the final product is the same in

either case. The reverse transformation is simply

I&

relation to development of polycrystalline textures it is the
orientation relationships between Y

emphases that are of

interest rather than the mechanism of the transformation itself.
Both the Kurdjumov-Sechs and Hishyama relationships have been
reported,
the former (I1l)y||

an& [l?0]y|| [ill]*'

the latter (111)j || (110)^/ and.[21l]y
The two orientations are related by a 5° *\6 rotation of the b.c.c.
(92)
lattice about the
axis. Kelly and Hutting'
and
Venables^*^ claimed to have identified the Kurd jumov-Sachs

relationship using electron diffraction patterns. A difficulty
here is that the inaccuracy in orientation measurements based
on this technique might amount to the difference between the
two relationships, and it is now recognised that neither can be
. . ,
(94)
excluded by electron diffraction determination. Lagneborg'
concluded that either could be involved. It is even possible
that the actual relationships cannot be accounted for by parallelism
between rational planes and directions. Accurate X-ray diffraction
experiments by Breedis and Robertson'(95)' have shown that small
but significant deviations from the Kurdjumov-Sache relationship
exist in a l6^Cr 12^IJi steel. They reported an orientation
o
.
. O
relationship where
is 0*5 from (110)#' and LJIOJy' is 0'6
from

Similar results were reported by K e l l y ^ ^ for

17f?Cr 9'plbl steel. When relating transformation textures in
polycrystals, differences of this order of magnitude may be
o /
ignored. Even the difference of 5 16 between the two relationships
is itself sufficiently small to allow them to yield similar
distributions of variant orientations after transformation.
In view of this, and taking into account that the concensus of
opinion and experimental results favours the Kurdjumov-Sachs
relationship, the present discussion will be confined to
interpretation of results in terms of this mechanism.
To interpret the Y texture immediately after reverse
transformation, the martensite reaction will first be considered
purely from a geometrical point of view, i.e. with complete
random selection of variants. In any one crystal there are 24
possible variants of the Kurdjumov-Sachs relationship, giving
rise to 24 new orientations from each parent orientation. These
actually consist of 12 twin-related pairs, with both orientations
of a pair having the same habit plane. The 24 orientations also
fall into 3 groups of 8: within each group the orientations
are relatively close together, the minimum and maximum angles
o
o
between orientations being, respectively, 8 and 22. Figures
109-111

shov/ positions of the new orientations after transforming

from {001} < 1 1 0 V * {l1l l < 1 1 2 'V'and

1 1 0 ^ starting

orientations. Table 9. lietvr these orientations and describes the
complete 24-variant solutions in terms of the 3 ideal orientations
about which each gf?oup of 8 is positioned. The table also shows
how the intensity changes as a result of transformation.

The {"001^-< 110^-'component thus gives rise to one group of
orientations centred on {iQO*^ 001 ^^

and two groups centred on

twin-related { 110 } < 551>Y orientations (Figure 1 0 9 ).
The { 1 1 1 ^ 112

texture consists of two twin-related

components, each of which gives rise to one group of orientations
centred on {4 3 0 } ”^ 3 4 0 ^

and two groups centred on twin-related

<^430^< S,8 ,17>JT components. The combined effect (Figure 110)
produces two twin-related %430j ^ 3 4 0 ^ components and-Four: components
of ..the type;(4 3 0 ]k 6 ,8 ,1 7 >y.
Similarly, the {l12 }< 110^*'texture consists of two twinrelated components, each of which gives rise to one group of
orientations centred on -[43^1^ 001 >^ and two groups centred on
{6,8,17}< 575>r . with the combined effect (Figure 111) of two
£4 3 0 ^

001 ^

components and four components of the type {6 ,8 ,1 7 }

<575>X' •
Figure 112 is a prediction of the resultant austenite texture
in terms of these ideal orientations. Obviously this figure is
not meant to be a full description of the texture, but if the
previous analysis is valid these orientations should at least
fall within the general spread of texture. Comparison with Figure 10
chows that, apart from the .complete absence of intensity in the
centre of the pole figure, the ytexture of 18^Cr 10 pl?i steel
after

hour at 600°C conforms to the predictions. The group of

orientations centred on ^10 0 } < 0 0 1 >^ , and originating from
^001^

1 1 0 V ' , is missing. This is direct evidence of preferential

selection of Kurdoumov-Sachs variants, since it can only be accounted
for by assuming that the eight variants comprising this component
do not operate. Suppression of certain habit planes during

(9 7 ^
7

transformation has previously been reported by Boleros and Parker'
/gg\
and Borik and Riehman
• Its effect is to produce a sharper
transformation texture than would arise when random selection
occurs* Thus, the texture shown in Figure 10 is sharper due to

the absence of orientations close to {100} ^ O O I ^ • The -^001} •< 110 V '
component has transformed only to orientations in the region of
■{l1o£ *-557^)f > which merge with the {i1G^ <

001 ^

spread*
Recrystallisation in the Austenite*
Subsequent recrystallisation in the austenite depends on
the amounts of

and ^ in the cold rolling texture* In the more

stable alloys, which have only a small amount of o/in the rolling
texture, nuclei forming within the range of ^ rolling texture
orientations are required to grow through a fairly limited range
of matrix components in order to become part of the recrystallisMion texture* In highly metastable alloys, however, the wider
range of orientations of the b*c#c* rolling texture is transferred
via theo/V^transf ormation to the derived austenite texture*
From Figure 10, there are two main distributions involved, but
there is also a considerable spread of orientations between
these high intensity areas* In order to become part of the
recrystallisation texture, nuclei must grow through a much wider
range of matrix components than in the former case* The process
is still further complicated when some austenite remains in the
rolling texture since nuclei from this range of orientations will
compete with those from the derived austenite components which
are already competing amongst themselves* Density of nuclei,
being governed by the relative amounts of the various orientation
distributions, is highly influential in governing.the final form
of the recrystallisation texture*
Various results from single crystal studies

(1 ) indicate

that, in the absence of second phase or other inhibiting effects,
the geometrical relationship between deformed and recrystallised

grains in f.c.c. materials is a rotation of ^ 30**40 about common
(4S)
poles, and Lucke has shown the orientation relationship
O
for maximum growth rate to be 40 *^111> rotations for the case
of aluminium* In accordance with these observations, and following

(4 3 )

the principles set out by Dillamore'

, it will be assumed that,

in general, a nucleus will be favoured for growth if it has a
pole almost in common with the matrix into which it grows
and if the rotation about this pole is ^ 40 ° Tables 10-13 compare
geometrical relationships of the principal recrystallisation
components for different ranges of matrix components in terms of 9 ,
the angle of misfit between <111> poles of nucleus and matrix,
and $ , the rotation about this almost common <111> pole*
For a f.c*c* deformation texture of the - { 1 1 0 112> type,
hillamore (43) deduced that nuclei favourable for growth from
grain boundaries or deformation band boundaries woxild be of the
types {4» 9* 17} < 385>» {490}-< 001> and -{112] < 110>. The rolling
texture also contains a minor -{ll6|< 001^ component, which, as
shown by Figures 23 and 31 occupies about one quarter of the
total volume* Both {112} <115* and {490^<001> nuclei are inhibited
by this component,

nuclei of the {4» 9> 17 } <

type should be preferred* The -[2 2 5 } < 533^

^

orientation used to

describe the recrystallisation textures lies close to this.
Table 10 compares geometrical conditions for -{2 2 5 } < 535> nuclei
growing into various matrix orientations. ITuclei of this type are
favourable for growth into both components of the
texture and the ■fl1o|<'001> component, and should therefore forn
the recrystallisation texture of stable austenites having low
values of

X/Gb* When a small amount of

martensite is formed

during cold rolling, as in the 18'^Cr 14/^hi steel, -^225 } <533^
is confronted with other ranges of matrix orientations, which
are also represented in Table 10* The *{6,8,17 } < 575> component
is very close to {225 } < 533^ and therefore merely becomes part
of the range of growing nuclei* Small amounts of this component
wrill actually enhance development of the recrystallisation texture

"by spontaneously providing suitable nuclei, and to this extent,
nucleation of the recrystallisation texture can no longer be
considered entirely random* Orientations ouch as {110|^557>
and {430?< 5,8,17^ mre close to {l10^< 112>, and may be considered
as part of the spread around £110]<“112>. Similarly £ 4 3 0 }< 001^
may be considered as part of the spread around £l10}< 001># Matrix
components such as these present no serious inhibitingreffects,
as shown by their geometrical relationships (Table 10)j at least
one out of two or two out of four matrix components remain
favourable for £ 225 ^

533> nuclei. However, the greater the

deviation from the £l10 } < 112"> »£ilo|'^ 001 ^ spread, then the
greater is the liklihood of inhibition occurdng.Orientations of
the {430 ^ < 340> type will present the greatest inhibiting effect,
due to a very large angle of misfit of both components with{225 ^
< 533> (Table 10). For small amounts of

, the effect will be

negligible, but increasing netastabfility will eventually restrict
development of the £ 2 2 5 }-< 533^ recrystallisation texture through
the presence of {450 j < 3 4 0 ^ type matrix components and others.
The present results show that at least 30^^

can be tolerated

before this occurs.
For the opposite extreme of austenite stability, i.e. 18$SCr
10j'Hi steel, the recrystallisation texture consists mainly of
two groups of orientations, centred on { 230^ < 3f2,14> end £6,10,1^
with spread towards £6,8,17 }< 575 > type minor components.
Huclei of these orientations can originate entirely from the range
of orientations produced by the

shear transformation.

Table 11 shows that conditions are highly favourable for -£2 3 0 /
< 3»2,14> nuclei to grow into the { H O ^ O O I ^ + £430$ < 001^* matrix
distribution. Other orientations have at least one component
which tends to inhibit growth by virtue of its mismatch with
the matrix. Taking an overall view,{230 }<3,2, 14> nuclei seen to
be capable of absorbing or partially absorbing all orientations
except those of the type £6,8,17^ 575^* Table 12 shows that

nuclei of the. type {6,10,11.< 531^..would tend to he inhibited by
the £l10}< 001 ^ 4* £43^1

001 ^ spread. Apart from this}these nuclei

also seem capable of absorbing or-partially absorbing the matrix,
with the exception of £ 6 ,8 ,1 7 ]^ 575^* Particular differences
(Table 12) are that the two £110}< 112> components are now equally
favourable, and growth into both of the £4 3 0 |< 34 0 > components
is likely, although the angle of rotation is less favourable for
one of them. Conditions governing growth of £6,8,17}-< 5 7 0 nuclei
are summarised in Table 13* This orientation is much less
favourably oriented for the range of matrix components. In
particular, £430}<' 3 4 0 and £43^1 <
to inhibit growth. The £6,8,17 } <

17^ components will tend
orientation is not easily

absorbed by £230|< 3 ,2,14> (Table 11) or by £6,10,lj< 531> (Table 12)
so that the spread towards this orientation in the final texture
(Figure 12) probably results from its retention by "recrystallisation in situ", i.e. subgrains growing until they reach a sise
attributable to recrystallised grains.
Kuclei arising from the small amount of austenite in 18^Cr
10/^lTi steel will merely become part of the spread centred on
£ 6 ,8 ,17 | < 575> aafl therefore have no significant effect on the
recrystallisation texture. Increasing amounts of austenite will
increase the density of { 22 3 } < 533> nuclei until they eventually
provide major competition with other growing nuclei. Transition
to this type of recrystallisation texture will take place as the
austenite stability increases.
Formation of the £230 } < 3, 2,14^ + £6,10,1} < 5 3 1 V recrystallisation texture cannot be interpreted unambiguously, and is
more complicated than was considered by previously by Dickson
and Green^8^ . The fact that there are two main types of nuclei
involved will in one sense help the growth process, i.e. grains
unfavourably oriented for one nucleus might be favourably oriented
for the other. In general, all that can be concluded is that
recrystallisation takes place by growth competition between £230 ^

<5
’% 2,14v nnd {6,10,1 ^ < 5 3 1 From the present analysis, it is
likely that the ^ 1 1 0 ^ 001^ + ■^430 ?< 001 ,> spread disappears hy
growth of the {230 }^ 3,2,14> component* The low angle of misfit
of the latter with the matrix will actually favour rapid growth
at an early stage during recrystallisation* Shis probably
accounts for a large part of the texture rearrangement which
4
© .
-©
takes place between 600 C (Figure 10) and 700 C (Figurell) when
the intensity of {110]<001'> has rapidly decreased* The *{6,10,1}
< 531 > nuclei are more favourably oriented for growth into {110?
^112> and {430} < 3 4 0 > components, and probably account for the
greater proportion of growth into this part of the matrix*
Relative Contributions*
Relative contributions of the various stages may be summarised
as followstRecovery is important in that it leads to sharpening of
both 0/ and ^ rolling textures* When large amounts of nartensite
are formed during rolling, its effect is more significant, i*e*
texture sharpening produced in the nartensite prior to reverse
transformation will contribute to a less diffuse spread of
orientations in the derived austenite than if recovery was delayed
until after the transformation* The crystallographic nature of
the

transformation limits the spread of orientations which

are present in the austenite immediately after transformation,
and variant selectivity can contribute to texture sharpehing at
this stage by suppression of certain variants of the KurdjumovSachs orientation relationship* As the alloy stability incrdas.es
and less martencite is formed, the influence of the transformation
becomes less important* Throughout the range of metastable
austenites, oriented growth rather than oriented nucleation is
largely responsible for development of recrystallisation textures.
However, the

transformation is capable of spontaneously

producing suitably oriented nuclei and certainly in the 18$£Cr
10^I?i alloy the mechanism should be partly considered as oriented
nucleation*

7*3 Primary Recrystallisation Textures of Commercial Stainless

Steels*
7*3*1 Pnstabilised Steels*
The unstabilised steels (RF310,FST(l) and FSL(L) )
recrystallise in a similar manner to the laboratory alloys of
equivalent metastability (of* Figures 22 and 41» Figures 30 and 37)
Mode of development of the textures remains the same but some
further deductions can now be made regarding the effects of initial
solution treatment* For instance, furnace cooling allo?/s formation
of some fine intergranular carbides, probably of the type (Cr,Fe
but these have no significant effect on subsequent cold rolling
and annealing behaviour because the network is broken up by the
severe deformation* The same will apply to stringers of undissolved
carbides and inclusions. The slightly different carbon contents
of FST(L) and FSL(b) (Table 2) do not produce any noticeable
difference in amount of undissolved carbides* By contrast, RF310
steel shows appreciable quantities of undissolved carbides after
both annealed and water quenched conditions, yet recrystallisation
textures are similar to the other steels (cf. Figures37 an& 41)»
indicating that carbon in amounts up to 0*1$ has little effect*
Precipitation of (Gr, F®)23 Cg during recryctallisation
does not inhibit re-orientation, presumably because the particles
are re-diss&lved fairly readily under annealing conditions of
increasing temperature (Figure 102). One can envisage a dynamic
situation of precipitation and dissolution with dissolution being
more or less complete during the later stages of annealing*
7*3*2 Stabilised Steels*
Che carbide-stabilised steels (FOB, SP347) PUP.PHB and I'KBIi)
form their recrystallisation textures largely by retention of
the ) cold rolling texture and/or retention of the Y texture
immediately after transformation

from the martensite(e*g. Figures

52,59#66 and 73). Initial solution treatment is important only
in so far as it controls the stability of the matrix prior to

cold rolling i.e* solution of carbon and alloying elements
promotes a more stable auGtenite* The observed effects of solution
treatment on annealing textures are therefore indirect being
related to th^ielative amounts of austenite and nartensite
after rolling. High solution treatment temperatures are required
to show variation in textures through dissolution of HbC or TiC.
In all alloys, initial distributions of undissolved particles are
broken up during rolling*
The essential difference between the unstabilised and
stabilised steels is that, in the stabilised alloys, precipitation
occurs during annealing and much of it remains until the end of
recrystallisation (Figures 106 and 108). The carbide phases which
are involved are probably HbC,TiC,(Cr,Fe,Ho)2 ^Cg and possibly
Mo2C.
The mechanism by which the textures are retained is most
likely one of precipitate particles restricting grain boundary
mobility so that grains with high angle boundaries do not grow
in preference to others, at least not to the same extent as they
would in the absence of precipitate particles. Inhibition of
texture re-orientation in this manner is certainly not complete
in these alloys. This is most clearly shown by the results for
FHB and FHBTi steels which form only relatively small amounts
of ex'Nartensite during rolling* The recrystallisation textures
(Figures 73 and 7 9 ) consist largely of retained {l1 0 } < 1 1 2 > t
■[110 ] < 0 0 1 > austenite orientations but there is also spread
towards the {2 2 5 } < 5 3 3 > orientation which can arise in these
alloys only by oriented growth from the rolling texture*
8. Some Implications of the Present Results*
A knowledge of the textures which may be obtained in a
particular metal or alloy is important since it could lead to
useful control of preferred orientation during fabrication*
Current examples of this are;
(a) producing a “balanced” texture in copper and aluminium sheet,
which minimises the amount of earing during subsequent pressing

operations,
(b) developing a high “through-thickness” strength in mild steel,
leading to improved deep~&rawability*
It is now well established that the rolling textures of
stable f*c.c. metals and alloys are of two general types,
referred to as the “pure metal” texture and the “alloy” texture, •
and that transition from one to the other may be effected by
varying the stacking fault energy or by changing the rolling
temperature* However, the annealing textures derived from these
rolling textures are not commercially UBeful as a means of
improving press-forming properties*
The textures which have been observed in austenitic stainless
steels are of interest because the modifying influence of the
transformation in metastable alloys and/or carbide forming elements
in stabilised steels now makes possible formation of annealing
texture orientations which are not normally characteristic of a
f*e.c. matrix.
The relation of the present results to sheet forming properties
can be summarised as follows*
(i) A”new” range of recrystallisation textures are possible in
carbide-stabilised steels which cover the range of metastable
austenites* The texture can be varied, by control of matrix stability,
to give required balance between the three main- distributions
centred on -{l10} •< 112>, {110 £ < 001 > and •{225}< 533>* Forming
properties have yet to be examined but because a wide range of
orientations is involved, the amount of earing associated with
the mixed textures should be less than when single orientations
are involved.
(ii) The results have emphasised the importance of solution
treatment control applied to stabilised steels in the metastable
range.i.e* large variations in annealing textures and associated
properties can arise through use of different treatments.
(iii) In carbide-stabilised austenites which show little or no

during deformation, the {110}c 112> y rolling texture is retained
during recrystallisation* This texture obtained in

brass by

secondary recrystallisation is known to show slightly improved
deep drawability compared with isotropic material, and night be
used to advantage in this class of stainless steel*

:

9* Future Trends in Research*
Theories are still being refined in order to give complete
accoxmt of all aspects of texture formation. Because of the
difficulty of assessing the statistical nature of polycryBtalline
textures, future work might concentrate more on single crystal
studies which yield unambiguous information for analysis*
Thereto much to be learned about the role played by impurities
and second phases on both rolling and recrystallisation textures.
The role of phase transformationc, as distinct from precipitation
of minor phases, has only just begun to be explored* In particular,
the influence of the reversible

transformation in stainless

steels is well established and future work on these alloys might
concentrate on exploiting the transformation to develop new
recrystallisation textures in a f*c.c. matrix*
The present work is being extended using the following
approaches;(a) recrystallisation texture transition in high purity 18^Cr steels
over the range
(*) rolling texture transition in stable 18^Cr austenites as a
function of nickel content
(c) role of carbide-stabilising elements in high purity austenites*
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TABLE 3

Texture parameters of laboratory steels
after preliminary rolling and annealing

Phlcl
Steel

j
I
|
j

111

200

220

311

331

420

422

1 8/1 0

1 .1

0.8

1 .2

1 .1

0.9

4.0
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1.2
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TABLE 4

Texture parameters of commercial steels after
*
rolling and anneal inn

Phlcl
Steel

Heat Treatment
111

200

220

311

331

420

422

RF 310

1hr 1050°C FC
1hr 1050 C WQ

1 .1
1 .2

1.2
1 .3

1 .0
1 .0

0.9
0.8

0.8
0.7

1.3
1 .2

0.7
0.8

FST(L)

1hr 1050°C FC
1hr 1050 C WQ

, 1.3
1 .1

1.2
1 .2

1 .1
1 .2

0.7
0.8

0.9
0.7

1 .1
1 .0

0.7
1 .0

f s l (l )

1lir 1050°C FC
1 .0
1hr 1050 C WO ■ . 1.3
o
1lir 1050^C FC
1 .2
1hr 1050 C \JQ
1 .0
1 5mill 1 300°C FC
1 .1
1 5mill 1 300 C WQ ; 1.3

1.3
1.2

1 .1
1.2

0.8
0.9

1 .1 ■0.9
0.9 0.8

0.8
0.7

1 .2
1 .1
1 .3
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1 .1
1.3
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0.8
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1 .1

1 .2
1 .0
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1 .0

1 hr 1050°C FC
1..1
1hr 1050 C WQ
! '1 .3
1 5min 1 300°C FC
1.2
1 5min 1 300 C WQ ; 1 .1

1 .1 i 1 .2
1.2 i 1 . 0
1.2 I1.1
1.0 !
;1 .3

0.8
0.7
0.9
0.9

0.7
0.9
1 .1
1 .2

1 .0
1 .1
0.8
0.9

1 .1
0.8
0.7
0.6

1 .0 |1.2 1 .0
1 .2 1.2 0 °
1 .0 1 .1 I1 .0
1 ©1 j f . 1 ! 0 . 7

1 .1
0.7
0.8
1 .2

0.7
0.9
0.9
0.8

0.7
1 .0
1 .1
0.8

1hr 1050°C FC
,1 ©1
1hr 1 050 C WQ
1.0
15min 1 300°C FC -0 1 .3
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1 .0 1 I •O°» I 0 . 8
/'
Y S 0.7
0.9 1 1•*
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;0 . 9
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1 .1
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1lir 1050 C WO
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1 5min 1 300 C V:Q
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0. 7
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1 .2 i 0.8
0.0 1
0.9
i
1
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TABLE 8

Carbide phases present in commercial steels.

Steel

510.

Treatment

Carbide phases present

1 hr 1 0 5 0.o.C. FC, SOh CR
4 hr 800°C, AC.

FC]

I-I00C
r__>

*!- ITbC

o

3F 547

H23e6 + K K

PDF

I-T C,. + Tic
25 o

FI53

I-I0oC^ T possibly Mo0C
c~

PHD Ti

O

Ii00C^-

cL

TiC

-!• possibly Ho0C

Table 9
Ideal orientations after transformation from principal
______ components of the
rolling texture__________

Principal
components
of <*'
rolling
texture

{ 001 j < M 1 0 >

{111] ■< 112*

{l12^<110>

Components
resulting
from

Intensities
relative to
original

{ 100} <■ 001 >

1 /3

{1 1 0 }^ 557 >

2 /3

-{430} < 340 >

1 /3

{430} <’6,8,1 7>

2 /3

■(4 3 0 ^ <’001 >

1/3

-[6,8,171 ^575 >

2/3

Table 10
Geometrical conditions, governing growth of -f225^< 533 > nuclei

Parent

Nucleus
{225l ^ 533 >

{110^ <112>

^11 ol < 001 >

'

{110^ <557 >

r

14

42

10

26

11

42

Favourable

8

27

Favourable

15

23

9

41

16

55

10

37

16

50

10

19

29

37

23

37

23

40

‘

•(430} ^001>

{430^

6,8,17*

£430l « 340*

{ 6 ,8,1 7 } < 575 >

Comments

e°

3
7
5
' 4

Favourable

Favourable

Partially favourable

Unfavourable

Close to -{225^ < 533 >

Table 11
Geometrical conditions governing growth of -^230 f ^3,2,14> nuclei

« 0
j p

Nucleus

Parent

{230} < 3,2,14^

{l1o}<112

>

Comments

3

20

20

39

1

19

Favourable

8

26

Favourable

15

55

7

25

7

25

7

24

10

40

7

16

24

29

5

44

-{l 10"^ 001 >

Partially favourable

■
{no^ss?*

{ 4 3 0 }^ 001 >

{430

6,8,1 7>

{430}< 340>

28
•{e ,8,1 i} < ~57$> 1 2
15

Favourable

Partially favourable

Partially favourable

55 :
55

j

38 i

\I 15

■ 38

18

60

ji

Unfavourable

Table 12
Geometrical conditions governing growth of{ 6,10,1}^ 531 * nuclei

Nucleus
^ 6 ,10 ,1V

531 *

e°

{110} < 1 1 2 v

12

40

1.2

38

18

60

Unfavourable

5

33

Partially favourable

20

40

13

43

26

47

10

47

3

41

22

45

26

53

14

25

7

12

12

45

19

52

25

43

35

72

{ 1 1 0 557 >

^430.^ < 001 >

{430?< 6,8,1 7>

{430} <340^

{6,8,11}<575 >

.......~

Comments

Parent

Favourable

Partially favourable

Partially favourable

Favourable

Unfavourable

Table 1 3
Geometrical conditions governing growth of{6,8,17 \< 575> nuclei

Nucleus

{ 6 ,8 ,17 V

575 >

Parent

B

*

{lloj-^112'-3-

12

28

12

28

15

55

Favourable

6

34

Favourable

16

30

10

46

16

48

10

31

15

44

18

34

31

44

18

39

24

41

{|10|<001>
{ 11 0 V ' 557 >

{ 430 ^ 001>

{430 V 6,8,1 7>

{430^ ■<340>

Comments

Favourable

Favourable

Partially favourable

i
Unfavourable
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Fig. 1

dO /dE fo r f.c .c . or b.c.c. crystals having a [T 10] transverse
direction.
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Figure 3(a)

The Siemens texture goniometer

Figure 3(b)

Close-up view of the goniometer with
horizontal slit removed.
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Variation oS^/o^ during cold rolling of 1 8%Cr steels
containing 10%, 12% and 14% Ni.
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{200^ pole figure of i8%Cr lO^Mi steel.
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Figure 6 .
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Figure 7*
Variation of %&' and intensities of o</ texture
components for 1 8%Cr lO^Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C* FC, 95% cold rolled and annealed.
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{200^y pole figure of 1 8%Cr 10%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled + £hr 500°C. AC.
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Figure 10,
{200^y pole figure of 18%Cr iO%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled + -’-hr 600°C. AC.
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Figure 11.
^200}y pole figure of 18%Cr iO%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. PC, 95% cold rolled + £hr 700°C. AC.
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Figure 1 2.
{200^ pole figure of 1 8%Cr lO%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95/i cold rolled + ihr °00°C. AC.
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Figure 1 3.
Variation of- % o<' and intensities of X texture components
for 1 8%Cr 1 0/£Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 16,
{200^'pole figure of 1 8%Cr 1 2%Ni steel,
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled.
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Figure 17*
-^200^ pole figure of 1 8/£Cr 1 2%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 955' cold rolled + -’-hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 10.
Variation of % c / and intensities 'of Y •textr.ro components
for 1 C/'Cr 1 O-'IJi steel.
1 hr 10!50°C FC,

95%

cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 20,
{2.00\x pole figure of 1 8%Gr 14%Ni steel.

1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled.
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Figure 21.
^200}o/pole figure of i ’8%Cr.l4%Ni steel.
1 hri050°C. PC, 95/5 cold rolled.
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Figure 22*
^200|^ pole figure of 1 8%Cr 14/SNi steel,
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled + £hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 23*
Variation of %
and intensities of
texture components
for 1 8%Cr 14%Ni steel.
1 hr T050°C. FC, 95% cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 25»
{200}y pole figure of 1 8 % C r 1 2%Ni
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 9 0 % cold rolled.
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Figure 26.
^200^y pole figure of 1 8%Cr 1 2%Ni 7%Co steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled

|hr 900°C.
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Figure 27«
Variation of % c/ and intensities of
for iB^Cr 12f
/oNi 7/oCo steel,

texture components

1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90c
/ cold rolled and annealed.
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1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90/£ cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 29.
{200}y' pole figure of T8%Cr 25%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. F C , 90% cold ro&led.
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Figure 30.
{200"^y pole figure of 1 8%Cr 25%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FCP 90% cold rolled *J- Jhr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 31 .
Variation of intensities of / texture components for
1 8/oCr 25%Ni steel.
'
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled and annealed.

220 Y line profiles for 1 0%Cr 25%Ni steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 34
^200V^ pole figure of FCB steel,
Ihr 1050bC.FCf 9 0 % cold rolled ,
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Figure 35
^ 2 0 0 pole figure of FCB steel.
15 mini 1300°C \vq, 90£ cold.rolled.

Figure 36
{ 2 0 0 } pole figure of EF310 steel,
lhr 1050 C. FC, 90% cold rolled.
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Figure 37
\200?y pole figure of RF310-steel.
lhr 1050 C. FC, 9 0 % cold rolled + £hr 900°C.AC.
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Ficmre 33
Variation of intensities of Y texture
component^ for RF310 , steel, :
. ; •
lhr 1050 C'.* PC/ 30% cold roiled and annealed.’
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Figure 40
^ 2 00 ^ Role figure of RF310 steel,
Ihr 1050 C. \70, 90/o cold rolled + \
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Figure 41
■\200ltf pole figure of FST(.L) steel.
_
lhr 1050 C. FCf 90% cold rolled + Jhr 900 C.AC.
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Figure 42
Variation of %oe' and intensities of f texture components
for FST(L) Nsteel. ,lhr:1050 C.FC, 9 0 % cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 44
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{200 ]^ pole figure of FST(L) steel.
llir 1050 C. \io9 9 0 % cold rolled
-Jhr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 46
Variation o£ % o t and intensities o£ )ftexture components
for FSL(L) steel.
.
llir 1050 C.FC* 9 O/0 cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 48
{200^ pole figure of FSL(L) steel.
1 hr 1050°C. WQ,

90%

cold rolled + £ hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 49
Variation of ^ ^ a n d intensities of
for FCB steel.

o(

texture components

1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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{20 0^ pole .figure of FCE steel«
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Figure 53
Variation of % o / and intensities of
for FOB steel•

texture components

1 hr 1050°C. F C f 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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Figv.ve 53
{200]^ polo figure of FOB steel.
*1 hr 1050°C. VQ 9 90/' cold rolled + £ hr 900°C, AC.
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*^200^ pole figure of FCB steel,
15 nin 1500°C, V.Q. 90y' cole rolled -j- & hr 900°C. AC,
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Figure 5c
VGricition of % ^ and intensities of Y texture components
for PCB steel.
15 min 1 300°C. V7Qf 90# cold rolled and annealed.
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Firrure 59
-{p-OOljf ,,p o le f ig u r e o f SF 347 s to o l*
1 hr 1'050°C. PC, 90?', cold, roiled *
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Figure GO
Variation of % < / and intensities of jf texture components
for SF 347 steel.
1 hr 1050°C* FC 9 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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220}f line profiles for SF 347 steel,
1 hr 1050°C. PC, 90JS cold rolled and annealed
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Figure 62
{200ly pole figure of SF 347-steel.
1 hr 1050°C. \1Q9 90% cold rolled

{\ hr 900°C« AC.
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•Figure 63
{ 2 0 0 pole figure of SF 347 steel.
15 rain 1300°C. PC, 90 % cold rolled

{- hr 900°C. AC.
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^ 200] X pole figure of SF 347 steel•
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Variation of /'</ and intensities of Y texture components
for SF 347 steel*.

15 min 1300°C. \1Q, 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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^200}y pole figure of FDP steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90JS cold rolled ■{■ -1 hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure- 67
Variation of /'©/ &ncL intensities of ft texture components
for FDP steels
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90^ cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 69
{200^y pole figure of FDP steel.
1 hr 1050°C. UQt 90% cold rolled * £ hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 70
{20o]y pole figure of FDP steel.
15 rain 1300°C. F C f 90/ cold rolled * ■% hr 900°C." AC,
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Figure 71
^200^ y pole figure of FDP steel*
15 min 1300°C. V.D, 30% cold rolled ♦ $ hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 72
.Variation of
for FDP steel.

and intensities of jf texture components

15 mill 1300°C. \vQ, 90/' cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure 73
^foojy' pole figure of FMB steel*
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 20;' cold rolled -i- J hr SOO°C. AC.
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Variation of
for FM
B steel*

and intensities of # texture components

1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled and annealed.
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Figure JG
{200]y pole figure of FKB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. \jQf 90^ cold rolled + £ hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 77
•^POO^y pole figure of FKB steel.
15 min 1300°C. FC, SO)', cold rolled * £ hr 900°C. AC.
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{200]Y pole.figure of FMB steel.
15 rain 1 300°C. UOt 90% cold rolled + £ hr 900°C« AC.
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Figure 80 .
Variation of % < x and intensities of Jf texture components
for FIS Ti steel*
1 hr 1050°C. F C f 90% cold rolled and annealed*
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Figure 62
^200] y pole figure of FMB Ti steel•
1 hr 1050°C. U Q , 90g cold rolled + £ hr 900°C. AC.
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{eoo]y pole figure of Flffi Ti steel.
1 5 ijlin 1 300°C. FC. 90% coldrollcd

-t hr 900°C. AC.
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Figure 84
^200ly pole figure of FMB Ti steel*
15 mill 1300°C. FQ, 90°< cold rolled * £ hr 900°C* AC.
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Figure 85
{ 200}e</ pole figure of 1 8%Cr 10%Ni steel,
1 hr 105o°C# FC, 90% cold rolled at ~ -196°C.
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Figure 86
^ 200^ 0/ pole figure of FCB steel,
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90% cold rolled at ^ - 1 9 6 ° C .
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Figure 87
{200^)f

pole figure of FCB steel,

1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90^o cold rolled at ^ -1 96°C + J hr 900°C.
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Figure 8 8 ‘
Variation of % c{ and intensities o£ Y texture components
for FCB steel,
u
1 hr 1Q50°C, FC, 90^o cold rolled at
and annealed.
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Figure 89
Hardness curves for RF 310 steel.
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Figure 90
Hardness curves for FSL(L) steel.
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Figure 91
Hardness curves for FST(L) steel.
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Figure 92(a)
Hardness curves for FCB steel*
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Figure 92(b)
Hardness curves for FCB steel.
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Hardness curves for SF 347 steel.
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Figure 93(b)
Hardness curves for SF 347 steel.
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Figure 94(a)
Hardness curves for FDP steel.
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Figure 94(b)
Hardness curves for FDP steel.
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Hardness curves for FI-23 steel.
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Hardness curves for FI-5B steel.
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Figure 96(a)
Hardness curves for FMB Ti steel.
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Figure 96(b)
Hardness curves for FMB Ti steel
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Figure 97

Optical micrograph of FSL(L) steel.
1 hr 1050°C. UQ.
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Figure 9B

Optical micrograph of FDP steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC.
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Figure 99

Optical micrograph of FIIB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC.
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Figure 100

Electron micrograph of FF 310 steel.

Figure 101

Electron micrograph of EF 310 steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, SO^CR + J hr 800°C. AC
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Figure 102

Electron micrograph of RF 31 0 steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 9CT/CP. + £ hr 900°C. AC
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Figure 1 03

Electron micrograph of FOB steel.
1 hr 1050WC. FC, 90^CR + £ hr 600°C. AC.
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Figure 1 04

Electron micrograph of FCB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 9055CE + I hr 700°C. AC,
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Figure 105

Electron micrograph of FCB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90/'CR + £ hr 800°C. AC
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Figure 106

Electron micrograph of FCB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90^'CR + J- hr 900°C. AC
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Figure. 1 07
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Electron micrograph of FMB steel
1 hr 1050UC. FC, 90^CR + \ hr 800°C. AC
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Figure 1 08

Electron micrograph of FI-IB steel.
1 hr 1050°C. FC, 90c
,SCR + £ hr 900°C. AC
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Figure 109
Positions of {ioo|^ poles after transformation from
^OOi"^< 11 O^'according to the'Kurdjumov~Sachs orientation
relationship.
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Figure JlO
Positions of {100^ poles after transformation JFrom
1
11 2'>c/' according to the Rurdjiimov-Sachs orientation
relationship*
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Positions of {100^ poles after transformation £rom
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relationship,
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APPENDIX.
The Significance of Texture Parameters in Phase Analysis by X-ray
Diffraction. fe.Appl.Cryst. 2(19.6.9)176].
The theory of the direct comparison X-ray method of phase
analysis is extended to correct for preferred orientation effects.
(Texture parameters are defined to assess the type and intensity of
preferred orientation using data from diffractometer patterns.
The analysis is illustrated with results obtained on three austenitic
stainless steels.
Introduction
In the quantitative phases analysis of polycrystalline materials^
a method widely used is that of directly comparing the integrated
intensities of diffraction lines from each phase in the mixture.
This method has a distinct advantage over other methods in that
it does not require a set of calibration samples, and is therefore
preferred for conditions where it would be difficult to obtain a
series of standards. Details of the method, as applied to randomly
oriented polycrystalline specimens, are firmly established, and
the present work considers an extension of the theory,to correct
for the presence of preferred orientation.
The effects of preferred orientation in phase analysis by
this technique have been considered previously (Arnell, 1968;Durnin
and Hidal, 19 68 ). These workers considered only relatively low
degrees of preferred orientation and their conclusioiis will be
referred to later in this paper. In the present work, the ef fetSifcf
of extremely high degrees of preferred orientation, which arise
during the heavy cold rolling of metals and alloys, are to be
considered. This is important in certain austenitic stainless steels
in which cold working can cause strain-induced transformation of
face centred cubic austenite (if) to ouaartensite [^effectively body
centred cubic (Dickson and Green, 1969)J» with the result that
increasing amount of the martensite phase is accompanied by increasing
intensity of preferred orientation in both phases.
The theory of the technique is given with respect to a mixture
of two phases,

ch

and J, but is theoretically valid for any number

of phases, the only* limitations being the practical difficulties.
Theory
The intensity diffracted by a single-phase specimen in a
diffractometer may be expressed as
I

I0e^ \ /
m^c 7 \

A \( 1 'nTIPI^ p/1+ cos2 2^
V z /L
\ oin^cos#/

\
e
)
2/tt

/4\
(1)

where
I

b

integrated intensity per unit length of diffraction line

I^g intensity of incident beam
e » charge on the electron
m o mass of the electron
c « velocity of light
X *= wavelength of incident radiation
r » radius of diffractometer circle
A o cross-sectional area of incident beam
V e volume of the unit cell
P « structure factor
p « multiplicity
ft » Bragg angle
-CM A
^
e *= temperaxure factor
yU a linear absorption coefficient *
This equation can be applied to a specimen, either a powder compact
or a solid, which contains a completely random arrangement of
crystals, and is effectively of infinite thickness.
Equation d ) can be re-written as
I « KR
2/^

(2)

where K « f Ipe ^ ) / }\A \
\ m zc v \ 32 fhr /

(3)

and R ~f 1 \r\Fl2‘p/lH»cosz29 \ (e
■■\V v / L
\sinz^ cos

(4)

K is now a constant which is independent of the nature of
the specimen while R is a factor which depends on 6 , the reflectin
set of planes and the crystal structure of the specimen.
Thus, in a mixture of two phases, o( and

whore C ^is the volume fraction of c^phase, Ihklc^ is the measured
integrated intensity, andy A ^is the linear absorption coefficient
of the mixture.
Since there trill be a similar equation for Ihkly , it follows
that
^hklo(
c %hk3L>f ,@ &<
Ihkl f
shkljpc^
x.e
cy *= *hkl)f' Rhkl* .
C*
Ihkl«v» fihklj'

(6)
;

Hence by; obtaining the integrated intensities of a diffraction
line from each p h a s e , i s obtained, and since
c« °

*

.

(1+Cn/C«<)

and

0y-=

'

«=1 y

*

(7)

c yA<*
(I + c y/Ck )

(8)

Values o f o b t a i n e d from diferent pairs of lines should
be constant \~ithin the, limits of experimental error, and normally

o.
a

y(is calculated. Strictly speaking a direct comparison of integrated
intensities in this manner is valid only for a completely random
orientation of crystals in each phase. Significant variations in
the ratio are a direct indication of anisotropy and the average
value of a number of such individual determinations is therefore
no longer valid, especially for high degrees of preferred orientation.
The correct equation for summation of intensity r^atios from
a number of reflections may be deduced as follows*
**
«

KVll
•(*hkl c< \
v^hkl c* J
k

where
Hence

%/fttA.Ifrfcl c<
K*Hhkl *

,jl y ^ f is< \
r\
w(
«
r\o
o \\ T? _
«s number of o< reflections considered.
rv
A- \
I jLr
Cy »
o A H
C
|
(\O ' / I

(*>

(W

Ideally this summation should be carried out over as large a
number of reflections as possible, but in practice the accuracy
will depend upon reflections which are available for measurement
and on the intensity of preferred orientation, e.g. if there is a
high proportion of .£hkl^ planes parallel to the specimen plane
and a Bragg reflection is not measurable from these planes, then
the omission in equation (10) of dat& for this set of planes could
cause a high error in the value

On the other hand, depending

on the type of preferred orientation which is present, or with lov;
degrees of preferred orientation, a fairly accurate value of
may be obtainable from only a few reflections*
*Z?o assess the type and intensity of px-eferred orientation,
a texture parameter, P, can be calculated from values of Ihkl and
Rhkl. It is defined as
P*vi

=

hUo<

Ihklot/Bhklix
V

JL

RJ

(11)

n o(o
where P >1 shows that the £hklj planes are preferentially
oriented parallel th the plane of section*
P < 1 shows that such planes are preferentially avoided
p; *s 1 corresponds to random orientation*
For n »

proportional to the volume fraction within the

phase of ^likl^ planes which are oriented parallel to the plane of
section.
A slightly different texture parameter, P*f raay be defined as
p#, ,- jj.

^hklc^/iliiklrt

_________

v
('2)

For n - oO > ^"hklo<

proportional to the volume fraction within

the whole specimen of ^hkl^ planes which are oriented parallel to
the plane of section. For 1 0 0 ^ ,P*hklj* Phkl. Ift equations (11 )
and (12), finite values of n will not alter the significance of the
parameters provided that n is sufficiently large to include all
major components of the texture, and also represents a statistical
coverage of all possible orientations*

Combining equations (11) and(l2) gives
ghkl. * =_Cj -j»1
P*hklo(
C*

.

Equation (1 3 ) implies that the ratio
for all

reflections.

should he constant
^^hkl^/

Similarly, for the ^phase,
» h k l x " 1 + _®2f
'**hkl ^
Cf

(14)

and from equations (1 3 ) and (14)
JLX- oP*hklfr' phklc^
c^“ r* h k i ' phkir
05)
The accuracy of results can easily he checked since it can he shovrn
that

h
i—
£ o * p *

and for

=

t\c*
ftl
.

(16)

= n^ ,
^ r w + nr

no{ =

(17)

It may he noted that)in equation (11), R ^ c a n he replaced hy line
intensities measured from a randomly oriented sample, not necess
arily of 100^o<,This is because Phkl^ , as defined hy equation (11),
is corrected for non-textural differences, such as grain size and
volume fraction of phases between the random sample and the textured
sample. However, in equation (12), Ro( and R ^ cannot he replaced
hy experimentally determined random intensities unless the latter
are obtained under identical experimental conditions and in the
absence of such non-texural differences.
Experimental
The materials used were high purity 18$Cr/lO/oUif 18$Cr/l2$Ki
and 18$Cr/l4$Hi stainless steels which were austenitic after annealing.
These compositions cover a range of austenite stability and hence
different phase mixtures were obtainable for the same amount of
cold rolling. To develop a strong preferred orientation, samples
were cold rolled to 93/^ reduction in thickness.
Preparation of specimens for X-ray examination consisted
of grinding to grade 400 silicon carbide paper followed hy etching
for 1 minute in a boiling solution of SfollllOj/jOft HCl/65 $ water.

Automatically recorded diffraction patterns were obtained with
KoKctf radiation*
Because of the lattice parametersof

the two phases,

3*59 2, & <X ** 2*87 2- (Dickson and Green, 19^9)]f certain reflections

occur at almost the same Bragg angle, i.e. 110^ and 111y , 222^
and 33*J'vThe relative intensities of these lines were obtained
by a peak seperation analysis. The reflections 310c* and 400^ also
overlap, but in each steel after 93$ reduction the 400 ^ reflection
could be eliminated by the absence of the 200y refloction.
Results and Discussion
The experimental values of i/R are shown in Table 1, the
reflections being numbered in order of increasing Bragg angle.
Bata for higher order reflections such as 222^ ,400 ^ ,220<* , and
400o< are not included since the information obtainable from these
reflections is merely the same as that from the lower orders.
The results clearly demonstrate the inapplicability of
equation ( 6 ) under the extreme conaitioiis exhibited by these campless
substitution of different i/R values in equation (6) gives results
ranging from C y « 0 to C^«100$. The use of reflections which have
a high multiplicity factor, e.g. 311^

and 211c* , still gives

=0

for the 18$Cr/lO$M and 18$Cr/l2$Ki steels. For the 18$Cr/l4$Ni
steel,

*=* 21.0$ by this method, which is very low when summations

are considered. The validity of the assumption made by Durnin and
Ridal (19 68 ), that the intensity of such reflections is insignificantly
affected by preferred orientation really depends on the type and
intensity of preferred orientation in the sample, and large errors
could arise by making this assumption without knowing the history
of the sample.
Before making any simple comparison of i/R values, it is
important to assess the presence or absence of preferred orientation.
This can be done by determining a normal pole figure or by ca&ulating
texture parameters from i/R values. The parameters may be expressed
as an inverse pole figure although this is not necessary.
Calculated texture parameters for the three samples are shown

in tables 2, 3 and 4 for a range of values of n^

and

These

results illustrate the importance of obtaining date from as large
a number of reflections as possible in order to obtain a true picture
of the type and intensity of preferred orientation. Provided that
n is large enough, there is good agreement between these P values
and the texture components determined from normal pole figures
(Dickson and Green^ 1 9 6 9 ). Such agreement may not always be obtained
since it depends on there being measurable Bragg reflections which
correspond to the main components of the texture.
Arnell^ 196sJ assumed that the first three reflections of
austenite and martensite give a representative picture of the effect
of preferred orientation. Although this is useful practical assumption
for low degrees of preferred orientation, it is not generally true
and its validity willdepend entirely on the type and intensity of
the preferred orientation. The P values in Tables 2, 3 and 4 illustrate
this point, e.g. for the 18^Cr/lC$Hi steel, considering n
data for the 222^

and 531 y

*=3 omits

gives a false set of

texture parameters.
Values of P* for n

« J axe also given in Tables 2, 3

and the ratio p/p* is found to beconstant for each phase,

4

according

to the theory ["equations (13) and (14)J *
The parameter P* is more useful when attempting to relate
properties to preferred orientation. For the 18$Cr/lO^Ki steel for
example, the P values indicate a very marked preferred orientation
in both phases, but the P* values for the austensite. are^1, which
wu'jj
means that directional properties would be influenced^by the texture
of the martensite. By contrast, the properties of the 18^Cr/l4/»hi
steel would be influenced largely by the texture of the austenite.
Table 5 shows the calculated values of
combinations of n^

($£) for different

and n ^ . Large errors can arise by considering

too small a number of reflections or by failing to

include data

for all major components of the texture. Thus, for

all the samples,

provided that n^ *= n^>4, Cy remains constant. The limits of accuracy
of the analysis, excluding experimental error, have been assessed

by considering the result for (say)
results for

» 7,

t= n ^ » 6 together with the

=6 and n ^ -6, ny « 7 * This gives the following

results:
18^Cr/lO^Hi steel, Cy « 1 3 .7/^ + 2 .0$
18$Cr/l2$Hi steel,

* 6 7 .55$ ± 3*5$

18$Cr/l4$Hi steel,

» 95*9$ *.0.7$

In general, it is simply necessary to use values of

and

which include all major components of the texture together with a
balance of orientations which are preferentially,avoided. In the
samples studied, n^ «

= 5 satisfies this condition, so that

remains constant for n^ » **^4 * Uhis value of

is the most accurate

one obtainable by the analysis. It is useful to note that for the
type of preferred orientation which occurs in these steels, considering
e njj' * 3 gives results which lie within the above limits, and
therefore, as a time saving,

only these reflections need be considered

in phase analysis of samples which exhibit similartextures.
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Sahlc 5. Phase analysis results using equation (10)

Volume fraction
of austenite (y5)
n^2

2
K\ 'Si'"lA VO

7

7

18^Cr10^Hi
steel
2 0
12 '4
12'4
15'6
13,7

13

7

18?»Cr/l2j£Hi
steel
56 0
69.7
69-7
67.5

67-5
67 5

'18£Cr/l45»Hi
steel
87-6
95'0
95 -1
95.9
95-9
95 -9

